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1. Introduction

The original idea behind these lectures was to prove directly, starting from
"first principals", some beautiful, but deep, result about finite simple groups,
whose proof would illustrate the "practical" uses of character theory in group
theory. The advantages of this idea were evident. Since the number (twelve)
of lectures was quite limited, it would be necessary to concentrate on those
parts of representation theory which are really used to prove the theorem
-essentially those parts dealing with the values of the ordinary irreducible
characters and their relations with the structure of the group and its sub
groups-and to use the minimum of ring-theoretic machinery. This would
avoid the usual trap in which one spends so much time developing this
machinery that none is left over for the groups. The main disadvantage was
also evident-namely, this machinery is used currently in the literature. So a
student attending this course would perhaps learn the proof of this one
theorem, plus many auxiliary results, but would by no means be prepared to
read published proofs.

A minor disadvantage was less evident at the time, but became serious
during the lectures themselves. The result chosen as a goal-Glauberman's
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theorem about weakly closed involutions in 2-Sylow subgroups (Theorem
15.1 below)-has a very elegant proof, given the character-theoretic tools
which were developed in the course. But it depends essentially upon the
theorem of Brauer and Suzuki that groups with quaternion 2-Sylow sub
groups are not simple (Theorem 14.11 below), whose proof is rather messy
no matter how you do it, and which requires more machinery-in particular,
Brauer's characterization of characters (Theorem 7.1 below)-than is
needed for Glauberman's proof. In fact, due to the pressure of time, it was
impossible to prove either of the last two theorems during the lectures. So
part of the written account below-Sections 7 and 14, and the last part of
Section 12, starting at (12. 16)-were not actually given verbally.

The rest of this account represents more or less closely the lectures as given,
although there are a large number of minor modifications and a few major
ones. These will be evident to those who were present during the course, and
of no interest to anyone else. So there is no need to list them here.

As mentioned above, the reader really needs more preparation than this
before tackling articles in the literature. For example, he should read the
chapter on modular representation (Chapter Xll) in the book by Curtis and
Reiner (1962), or the excellent lecture notes of Feit (1969) on the subject.
Even in the theory of ordinary characters, he should be familiar with much
more than there was time to mention here. A reading of Chapter V of the
book by Huppert (1967) would be very profitable in this regard.

2. Characters

Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a (commutative) field F.
We denote by GL(V) the group of all non-singular linear transformations of
V. A (linear) representation of a finite group G on V is a homomorphism R
of G into GL( V). The character XR of such a representation R is the function
from G to F sending each a E G into the trace tr (R(a» of the corresponding
linear transformation R(a) of V:

XR(a) = tr (R(a», jar all aEG. (2.1)

We are interested in the characters as invariants of the group G, and in
their relations with the algebraic structure of G. For example, we have

PROPOSITION 2.2. XR(a T
) = XR(a), jar all a, rE G.

Proof Of course, aT is the conjugate r-1ar of a by r. Since R is a homo
morphism, we have R(aT

) = R(r)-l R(a)R(r). So the linear transformations
R(aT

) and R(a) are similar. Therefore they have the same trace, which is the
proposition.

The (finite) dimension of V is called the degree deg (R) of the representa
tion R. Since the homomorphism R sends the identity I = IG of G into the
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identity linear transformation ly-+y of V, we have
deg (R)
~

xR(lG)=deg(R)·lF=lF+ ... +1F' (2.3)

In particular, if F has characteristic zero, and if we identify the ordinary
integers with their images in F, then XR(l) = deg (R) is always a non
negative integer.

If deg (R) = dim (V) = I, then XR is called a linear character of G. In this
case the trace function is an isomorphism of GL(V) onto the multiplicative
group F x of F. It follows that

The linear characters of G are just the homolllorphisms from G
into P<. (2.4)

Of course, the linear characters are all equal to IF on the derived group G' of G
(since F is commutative). So there aren't very many of them. In fact, the
only linear character present for all finite groups G is the trivial character
1 = IG-+F : a -> IF, for all a E G.

We should note that any function R satisfying the following conditions is a
representation of the group G on the finite-dimensional vector space V:

R(a)EHomF(V, V), for all aEG, (2.Sa)

R(a)R(r) = R(ar), for all a, rEG, (2.Sb)

R(ld = ly-+y. (2.Sc)

Indeed, (l.5b, c) imply that R(a- I
) is a two-sided inverse to R(a), for al

a E G. So R is in fact a homomorphism of G into GL(V).
Any permutation representation of G determines a linear representation,

and hence a character, of G. Let G act as permutations of a finite set S, with
any a E G taking each SE S into sa E S. Form the finite-dimensional vector
space FS having S as a basis (the elements of FS are just the formal linear
combinations I fss with unique coefficients Is E F, and the operations are

SE S

"coefficientwise"). Then any a E G determines a unique linear transforma-
tion Rs(a) of FS satisfying

sRs(a) = sa, for all SES. (2.6)

One verifies immediately that Rs satisfies (2.5) and hence is a linear repre
sentation of G on FS. Using the matrix of the linear transformation Rs(a)
with respect to the basis S of FS, we easily compute the character of this
representation:

XRs(a)=I{sES:sa=s}/'lF' forallaEG. (2.7)

An important special case is the regular representation in which S = G
and sa, for SE S = G and a E G, is the product in the group G. We then
denote R s by Reg. In this case sa = s if and only if a = IG' So the regular
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(2.8)

(2.9)

character XReg has the values:

. _{IGI'l F ,
XReg(a) - 0,

ifa = le'

if a =f. le·

Any natural method for making new vector spaces from old ones can be
used to construct new linear representations or characters from old ones.
For example, let R 1 , R z, ... , Rn be a finite number of representations of G
on finite-dimensional vector spaces VI' Vb' .. , V"' respectively, over F. The
direct sum VI EB ... EB Vn is again a finite-dimensional vector space over F,
on which we have the representation RI EB ... EB Rn of G defined by

[RI EB .. . EBR,,](a) = RI(a)EB .. . EBR,,(a):

VI EB ... EB vn-+vIRI(a) EB vzRz(a) EB ... EB v"Rn(a),

for all aEG, VI E VI"'" VnE V".

An elementary calculation gives

XR,ffJ., ,ffJda ) = XR,(a)+ ... +xda), for all aEG. (2.10)

In particular, the sum of two characters of G is again a character of G.
Suppose that Q, R are representations of finite groups H, G on finite

dimensional vector spaces U, V, all respectively, over F. Then the tensor
product U ® V (over F) is again a finite-dimensional vector space on which
we have the representation Q ® R of the direct product group H x G
determined by

[Q ® R] (a x r) = Q(O") ® R(r) : u ® v-+uQ(a) ® vR(r),

for all O"EH, rEG, UE U, VE V. (2.ll)

The character XQ ® R can easily be computed:

XQ®R(axr) = XQ(a)xR(r), for all O"EH, rEG. (2.12)

If H = G in the preceding case, then the diagonal map a -+ a x a is a
natural monomorphism of G into G x G whose composition with Q ® R gives
the inner Kronecker product Q*R of the two representations Q and R of G:

[Q*R] (a) = Q(a) ® R(a) : u ® v-+uQ(a) ® vR(a),

!orallaEG,uEU,VEv. (2.13)

Ofcourse Q*R is a representation of G on U ® V whose character is given by

XQ*R(O") = XQ(a)XR(a), for all aEG. (2.14)

In particular, the product of two characters of G is again a character of G.
Returning to the case of representations Q, R of two groups H, G on U, V,

respectively, we can define a representation Horn (R- 1
, Q) of G x H on the

finite-dimensional vector space HomF ( V, U) by:

[Horn (R- 1 , Q)](O"xr) = Horn (R(a- I), Q(r)) : T-+R(a-I)TQ(r),

for all aE G, rEH, TEHomF(V, U). (2.15)
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Its character is given by:

XHom (R-l. Q)(a x r) = XR(a- 1)XQ(r), for all aE G, rE H. (2.16)

As a special case, let H = <1) be the trivial group, U be F, and
Q(1) = I p-->p. Then Homp(V, F) is the dual vector space V* to V and
[Horn (R- 1, Q)] (a x 1). for a E G, is the dual linear transformation R(a- 1)*
to the linear transformation R(a- 1) of V. Hence the dual representation R-*
to R, the representation on v* defined by

T[R-*(a)] = R(a-1)T, for all aEG, TE V*,

has the character

(2.17)

(2.18)

3. Group Algebras

The deeper properties of the characters of a finite group G come from a
study of the group algebra FG of G over the field F, and of modules over this
algebra. Those parts of the theory of algebras needed to carry out this study
(essentially the theory of Wedderburn) are quite well known. A very concise
account of them can be found in Chapter V of the book by Huppert (1967).
So we shall just state the necessary definitions and results here, and refer the
reader to that book for the proofs.

By an algebra A over our field F, we understand a finite-dimensional vector
space A over F together with an F-bilinear associative product (a, a') -> aa'
from A x A to A. We assume, unless otherwise noted, that A has a two-sided
identity 1 = I A for this product. Then algebra multiplication and vector
space addition make A into a ring with identity, while scalar multiplication
gives us a natural, identity-preserving homomorphism f -> fl A of the field F
into the center of the ring A.

Let a 1 , . .• , an be a basis of A (as a finite-dimensional vector space over F).
Then there are unique lIlultiplication coefficients /;jk E F, for i,i, k = I, ... , 11,

such that:
n

aia j = L !Ukak' for all i, j = I, ... , 11.
k~1

(3.1 )

Since the product in A is F-bilinear, it is determined by the 11
2 products

apj (i,l = 1, ... , n). These products themselves are computed via (3.1) from
the coefficients /;jk' Hence the multiplication coefficients determine the
algebra A to within isomorphism.

The group algebra FG of a finite group G over F has the elements of G as a
basis. The corresponding multiplication coefficients are determined by the
rule that the algebra product of two basis elements a, r E G be their product
ar in the group G. Using F-bilinearity, we see that the product of two arbitrary
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elements of FG is given by:

E. C. DADE

(3.2)

for any coefficients f", gr E F. The associativity in G easily implies that of
multiplication in FG, and the identity le of G is also the identity for FG. So
FG is an algebra over F in the sense in which we use the term.

By a module M over an F-algebra A we mean a right module over the
ring A, which is unitary, in the sense that ml A = 111, for all mEM, and finite
dimensional as a vector space over F. Of course, the vector space structure of
Af comes from the A-module structure via the natural homomorphism of F
into the center of A, so that scalar multiplication is defined by:

fm = m(fl A ), for allfEF, 111 EM. (3.3)

We note that the mod tile product (m, a) ~ l1Ia is an F-bilinear map of
M x A into M, and that any A-homomorphism of modules is also an F
linear map.

If M is an FG-module, then each a E G defines a linear transformation R(a)
of the finite-dimensional vector space 111 by

mR(a) = ma, for all m E M. (3.4)

The module identities m(a'r) = (l1Ia)r, for all a, 'r E G, 111 E M, and ml e = m,
for all m E M, imply that R satisfies (2.5), i.e. that R is a representation of G
on M.

Conversely, let R be a representation of G on a finite-dimensional vector
space M over F. Then there is a unique FG-module structure for M which is
consistent with both (3.4) and the vector space structure of M. Indeed, the
module product must be given by

In ( I. j,p) = I. J>IlR(a), for all III E M and any f/SEF. (3.5)
(TeG O'EG

Thus there is a complete identity between FG-modules and representations of
G on finite-dimensional vector spaces over F.

A module M over an algebra A is irreducible if 111 of- {O}, and if M and {O}
are the only A-submodules of M. The (Jacobson) radical leA) of the algebra
A is the two-sided ideal of A defined by

leA) = {aEA : Ma = 0, for all irreducible A-modules M}. (3.6)

The algebra A is called semi-simple if leA) = O. In the case of group
algebras FG we have

PROPOSITION 3.7. The group algebra FG of a finite group G over a field F
is semi-simple if and ollly if the characteristic of F does not divide the order

IGlofG.
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Proof See Satz V.2.7 in Huppert (1967). Notice that the condition of
Proposition 3.7 is always satisfied when F has characteristic zero.

An irreducible module M over an algebra A satisfies MI(A) = O. So M
can naturally be regarded as a module over the factor algebra A/I(A).
Obviously M is also irreducible as an A/I(A)-module. Evidently {a} =
I(A)/I(A) is the ideal leA/leA)) of all elements in A/I(A) annihilating all
such irreducible A/I(A)-modules M. Hence, we have

the factor algebra A/I(A) is always semi-simple. (3.8)

An algebra A is simple if A =f. {a} and if A and {a} are the only two-sided
ideals of A. A semi-simple algebra can be decomposed into a direct sum of
simple ones.

PROPOSITION 3.9. A semi-simple algebra A has only a finite number k ;:::: 0
of minimal two-sided ideals A 1" .. , Ak. Each such ideal Ai is a simple sub
algebra of A, and

k

A = Et> I Ai'
i = 1

(3.10)

Any two-sided ideal of A is a direct sum of a subset of the Ai'S. Finally,
AiA j = {O},foralli,j= l, ... ,kwithi=f.j.

Proof See Satz V.3.8 in Huppert (1967).
Notice that the condition AiA j = {a}, for i =f. j, implies that algebra

multiplication, as well as addition and scalar multiplication, is component
wise in (3.10):

(a 1 Et> ... Et> ak)(a~ Et> ... Et> a~) = (a 1a~) Et> (ala;) Et> ... Et> (akaD,

ijai,a;EAi (i=l, ... ,k). (3.11)

We indicate this by saying that (3.10) is a direct sum ofalgebras (as well as of
vector spaces).

It remains to consider the structure of a simple algebra.

PROPOSITION 3. I2. A simple algtbra A has, up to isomorphism, exactly one
irreducible module I. The commuting ring D = HomA (I, I) is a division
algebra over F. The natural map ofA into Horn (I, I) is an algebra isomorphism
of A onto the commuting ring HomD (I, I).

Proof This follows from lemma LlO.5 and Section V.4 in Huppert (1967).
Of course, a division algebra is an algebra in which the non-zero elements

form a multiplicative group. Notice that our hypotheses of finite-dimension
ality for algebras and modules force D to be finite-dimensional over F and I
to be finite-dimensional as a vector space over the skew-field D.

The field F is called a splitting field for a simple algebra A if the above
division algebra D is just F·I D• Notice that:
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PROPOSITION 3.13. If F is algebraically closed, then it is a splitting field for
any simple F-algebra.

Proof See Lemma V.4.3 in Huppert (1967).
If A is a semi-simple algebra over F, and A I" •• , A k are the simple sub

algebras of Proposition 3.9, then F is a splitting field for A if and only if it is a
splitting field for each A j (i = I, ... , k).

Fix a semi-simple algebra A over F (which mayor may not be a splitting
field for A). Then A is the direct sum (3. I0) of its minimal two-sided ideals
AI,"" Ak• There is a corresponding decomposition of A-modules as
direct sums of Ai-modules.

PROPOSITION 3.14. If M is an A-module, then each MA i (i = 1.. .. , k), is
an A-submodule of M. The A-module MA; is "really" an Ai-module, in the
sense that:

m(al EEl ..• EEl at) = ma;, for all mE MA j, a I E AI>' .. , akEAk. (3.15)

Furthermore,
k

M=EElIMA i ·
j = I

(3.16)

Proof Since A; is a two-sided ideal of A, the product M Aj is an A
submodule of M. Equation (3.15) comes from the fact that AjA j = {O}, for
all j =1= i (see Proposition 3.9). By (3.10) we have

k

M=MA= I MA;.
j = I

(3. 17)

The intersection L = MA j1\ C~ jMA i) is "really" an A;-submodule of MAj'

Hence it satisfies L = LA = LA i• On the other hand, LA; s; I M A jA; = {O}.
j * j

So L = {O} and the sum (3.17) is direct, which finishes the proof of the
proposition.

The unique submodule MA; is called the A j-primary (or A j-homogeneous)
component of M.

Let I i be an irreducible Ai-module, for each i = I, ... , k (such a module
exists by Proposition 3.12). Using (3.15) in reverse, we regard I; as an
obviously irreducible) A-module.

PROPOSITION 3.18. Let M be an A-module. For each i = I, ... , k, there
is a unique integer m; ~ 0 such that

mi-times
~

MA j ~ m; x I; = I j EEl •.. EEl I; (as A- (or as Aj -) modules). (3.19)

Proof It follows from Proposition 3.12 that the simple algebra A; is semi
simple. So Satz (V.3.4 of Huppert, 1967) tells us that MA; is a direct sum of
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irreducible Ai-modules. But I i is, to within isomorphism, the only irreducible
Ai-module (by Proposition 3.12). Hence (3.19) holds for some integer
m i ;;::: O. Clearly mi = dimF (MA;)jdimF(1;) is unique. So the proposition is
proved.

The unique integer mi of Proposition 3.18 is called the multiplicity m(I; in
M) of the irreducible A-module I i in M. Combining the preceding proposi
tions, we get:

M ;;::: (m(I1 in M) x 11) EEl ... EEl (m(I k in M) x I k)

(as A-modules),for all A-modules M. (3.20)

An immediate consequence of this is:

Any irreducible A-module is isomorphic to exactly one of the modules

11" •• , I k • (3.21)

4. Character Identities

Let G be a finite group. Proposition 3.7 says that the group algebra FG of G
over any field F of characteristic zero is semi-simple. If F is algebraically
closed, then Proposition 3.13 gives

F is a splitting field for the group algebra FH of any

subgroup H ofG. (4.1)

We assume, from now on, that F is any field of characteristic zero satisfying
(4.1). As usual, we identify the ordinary integers with their images in F.

It is convenient to extend the definitions of "representation" and
"character" from group elements to arbitrary elements of FG. Let M be an
FG-module. Then any element y of FG defines an F-linear transformation
RM(y) of the vector space M by

mRM(y) = my, for all mEM. (4.2)

The module identities tell us that the map RM is an algebra homomorphism
of FG into HomF (M, M). It is called the representation of FG on M cor
responding to the module structure of M. It is related to the representation
R of G on M given in (3.4) by

RM( L f,p) = L f"R(O'), for any f/s in F. (4.3)
aeG aeG

The character XM of the module M is the function from FG to F defined by

XM(Y) = tr (RM(y)), for all YEFG. (4.4)

Since both tr and RM are F-linear, so is XM' Evidently, it is related to the
character XR of the representation R, given in (2.1), by

XM( L f"O') = L f"XR(O')' for any f/s in F. (4.5)
aeG aeG

Thus the representation RMand character XM are just the extensions to FG of
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the representation R and character XR' respectively, by use of F-linearity.
From now on we shall use these extended definitions of "representation" and
"character".

Proposition 3.9 tells us that the semi-simple algebra FG has the unique
decomposition

FG = A l EB ... EB Ak (as algebras), (4.6)

where the simple subalgebras A 1" .. , A k are the minimal two-sided ideals of
FG. By Proposition 3.12, each Ai (i = 1, ... , k) has, up to isomorphism, a
unique irreducible module I i • We regard I i , as usual, as an irreducible
A-module, and denote the corresponding representation RI, and character
Xli by Ri and fi. respectively. The characters Xl" .. , Xk are called the irreducible
characters of G (or of FG).

The definition of the FG-module structure of I; gives

RiCA) = {O}, and hence xlA) = {O},
for all i,j = 1, ... , k with i =l=j. (4.7)

Condition (4.\) says that F is a splitting field for each simple algebra Ai' This
and Proposition 3.12 imply that

Ri sends the algebra Ai isomorphically onto HomF(Ii, Ii), for all

i= l, ... ,k. (4.8)

In particular, there exists an element ai E Ai such that x;(ai) = tr (Ri(ai)) = 1,
for any i = I, ... , k. Since x/a;) = 0, forj =1= i, (by (4.7)), we conclude that

Xl" .. , 1.k are F-linearly independent functions from FG to F. (4.9)

Let M be any FG-module. From (2.10), (3.20) and (4.5) we get

KM = m(Il in M)Xl + +m(Ik in M)Xk' (4.10)

By (4.9) the multiplicities m(Il in M), , m(Ik in M) are uniquely determined
by the character XM via this equation. So (3.20) gives

An FG-module M is determined to within isomorphism by its
character XM' (4.11)

The algebra FG is itself an FG-module in which the module product my
of an element /11 of the module FG with an element y of the algebra FG is the
algebra product of m and y in FG. It is clear from (2.6) and the definition of
FG that the corresponding representation of G on FG is the regular repre
sentation Reg. So (2.8), (4.5) and the identification of arbitrary integers with
their images in F give

{
IGj, if (J = IG,

XFG((J) =
0, if(JEG-{lG}' (4.12)

We can compute XFG another way using (4.10). Clearly Ai = (FG)A i is
the Ai-primary component of the module FG. So Ai ~ m(Ii in FG) x Ii as
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(4.15)

ifj = 1,.", k andj =/= i,

ifj=i.

an A-module. The dimension of li is xlI) by (2.3) and (4.5). The dimension
of Ai ~ HomF (/i, li) (by (4.8)) is (dim li)2 = Xi(I)2. Hence,

m(Ii in FG) = dim AJdim li = XlI), for all i = 1, ... , k. (4.13)

This and (4.10) give

XFG = X1(I)X1 + ... +Xk(I)Xk' (4.14)

For each i = 1, ... , k, the simple algebra Ai has an identity element IAi

Let y be a general element of FG. By (4.6) there are unique elements Yi E A·
(i = 1, , k) such thaty = Y1 + ... +Yk' From (3.11) we see that Yi = yI A ,

(i = I, , k). Hence (4.7) implies

XiyI A,) = Xiy;) = 0,

= Xly),

In view of (4.14), this gives

XFG(yIA,) = x;(l)xb), for all YEFG, i = 1, ... , k. (4.16)

We apply this equation and the other formula (4.12) for XFG to compute
lA,. As an element of FG, the identity lA, has the form L fau, for some

aEG

unique coefficients fa E F. Evidently fa is the coefficient of IG when u- 1IA, is
written as a linear combination of elements of G:

u- 11A; = faIG+'"

Applying XFG and using (4.12) we obtain

XFG(u- 1IA,) = 'Glia' for all uEG.

This and (4.16) give us a formula for IA; as a function e(Xi) of the character Xi:

xll)x;(u- 1
) .

lA, = e(x;) = L ---I-,---u, for I = 1, ... , k. (4.17)
aEG G

We know from (3.11) that IA,lAj = 0, if i =/= j . . So (4.15) implies that
X/lA,) = 0, for i =/= j. On the other hand, (4.15) also implies that
Xi(I A,) = Xi(I), for all i. Substituting the expression (4.17) for IA; in these
equations and using the linearity of the characters Xj' we obtain

x;(1)" (-1) () 0 if . 1 k d' =/= •fGIa~GXiU Xju =, l',j= ,oo., an I J,

=Xi(I), ifi=j=I, ... ,k.

By (2.3) the integer Xi(l) is strictly positive. So we can divide by it to get:

1" -1 dfGla~/lu )Xj(U) =0, ifi,j=I, ,k an i=/=j,

= 1, ifi =j = 1, , k. (4.18)

The identities (4. I8) are usually expressed by means of an inner product
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(<p, t/J)G defined for any two linear functions <P, t/J from FG to F by

1" -I(<p, t/J)G = fGj /::/(a )I/I(a). (4.19)

Since we can replace a by a-I in this summation, (., ')G is a symmetric,
F-bilinear form on the space (FG)* = HomF (FG, F). Equations (4.18)
just say that

The irreducible characters XI' ... , Xk are orthonormal with respect to
the form (-, . )G' (4.20)

So far we have no close connections between the irreducible characters
XI" •. , Xk and the structure of the group G. One way of forming such con
nections uses the center Z(FG) of the group algebra FG. The center
Z( Hom F (lj, I)) of the algebra of all F-linear transformations of I j is clearly
the set F-I Ij~li of F-multiples of the identity transformation. By (4.8) this
implies that

Z(A i) = F'I A" (i = 1, ... , k). (4.21)

This and (4.6) give immediately

Z(FG) = Z(AI) Efl ... Efl Z(A k ) = F'l A, Efl ... Efl F'I Ak (as algebras). (4.22)

There is another way of looking at the center Z(FG). Let K I , . .. , Kc be
the conjugacy classes of the finite group G, and Ki be the class sum

K = L a (4.23)
(J ~ l\i

in FG, for i = 1, ... , c). Then we have

PROPOSITION 4.24. The class sums K1" •• , Kc form a basis for the algebra
Z(FG).

Proof Let y = L faa be any element of FG, where the fa's all lie in F.
aEG

Evidently y lies in Z(FG) if and only if yr = ry, for all r in the basis G of FG,
i.e. if and only if't" -1yr = y, for all r E G. Since r- I yr = L faa" this occurs

fTGG

if and only if fa = fa' for all a, r E G, i.e. if and only if)' is a linear combina
tion of the class sums KI, ... , Kc. Therefore K1" .. , Kc span Z(FG). They are
linearly independent, since K1 , • •• , Kc are pairwise disjoint, non-empty sub
sets of G. So the proposition holds.

Combining this proposition with (4.22) we obtain

PROPOSITION 4.25. The number k of irreducible characters of G equals the
!lumber c of conjugacy classes of G.

Proof By (4.22), k = dimFZ(FG). By Proposition 4.24, the latter number
is c. So the proposition holds.
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There is another way to regard Proposition 4.25. A class function on the
group G is a linear function 1J : FG ~ F which is constant on each conjugacy
class K j of G. Evidently these functions form an F-subspace CF(G) of (FG)*
and dimF(CF(G)) = c. By Proposition 2.2, each character XM of G is a class
function. In view of (4.9) and (4.20), Proposition 4.25 is equivalent to

The irreducible characters X!, ... , Xk form an orthonormal basis for

CF(G) with respect to the form (-, . )G' (4.26)

Since Z(FG) is a subalgebra of FG, there are unique multiplication
coefficients ahij , (17, i, j = I, ... , c), such that

c

KhK i = LahijK j, (h,i=I, ... ,c).
j = !

(4.27)

These coefficients have a simple, but important, relationship with multiplica
tion in the group G.

PROPOSITION 4.28. Let 17, i, j = I, ... , c. If p E Kj, then a"jj is the number
of ordered pairs (0", r) of elements of G such that 0" E Kip rE Kj and O"r = p.

Proof By (4.27), ahij is the coefficient of p in K"K j = L O"r. This
aeKh,feKj

coefficient is obviously the number of the above ordered pairs (0", r).

Evidently the decomposition (4.22) gives us k distinct epimorphisms
O!, . .. , 8k of the algebra Z(FG) onto F defined by

O,U! 'I A, EB ... EB fk' lA,) = fi' for all i = 1, ... , k and any f/s in F. (4.29)

These epimorphisms OJ can easily be computed in terms of the irreducible
characters Xi'

If yE Z(FG), then evidently R i( Y) = 8J y). I T;~T, E HomF (Ij, IJ Since the
trace of the identity transformation II;~I, is dimF Ijo which equals Xi(l) by
(2.3), we have .

Xi(Y) = tr (RJy)) = OJy) tr (II,~T) = O{V)XiCl).
Therefore,

8,,(I!) = X/Y), tor all \'EZ(FG) and all i= 1, ... , k. (4.30)
.! Xi(l).I' .

If we substitute (4.30) in the formula 8Jyz) = OJ yWJz) (which is valid for
all Y, Z E Z(FG) since OJ is a homomorphism) and then multiply by Xi(l)2, we
obtain the useful formula:

X{v)x/z) = x/l)x/yz), for all y, zEZ(FG), and i = 1, ... , k. (4.31)

We can use the formulas (4.18) and (4.30) to compute the values of the
irreducible characters Xj starting from the multiplication table of the group G.
By Proposition 4.28, we can compute the multiplication coefficients (/hij in
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(4.32)

(4.27). Since any (Jg is a homomorphism of Z(FG) into F, its value (JiK,,) at
a class sum Kh satisfies:

C

0iK,,)()iK;) = I ahijOiK), for all i = 1, ... , c.
j = I

Because Og is an epimorphism, not all the (JiK;) (i = 1, ... , c), can be zero.
We conclude that Og(Kh) is an eigenvalue of the c x c matrix (ahi);, j = I, ... , c'

and that (0) f:. \).... , Og(R)JT is a corresponding eigenvector. With this
observation one can theoretically (and even practically on a computer)
compute the \alues 0iRh) of the k distinct epimorphisms (JI,"" Ok of
Z(FG) onto F at the class sums R,I' (h = 1, ... , c). Applying Proposition 2.2,
and (4.30). we get

liO') (Ji~h). -(--)- =-'--"'1' for all g =1, ... , k and O'EG,
I g 1 K h

where K" is the class O'G of 0'. Using (4.18) we find that

1 1 Xg(O'-I)X/O'),
-2 = u_ I-------- for all g = 1, ... , k.

1/1) [GI <1EG XiI) XiI)

Therefore Ig(l? is computable. But XiI) is a positive integer by (2.3).
Hence it is computable. This, together with (4.32), determines the character
values Iglu) for all 0' E G and all g = 1, ... , k.

Of course the above program is a bit difficult because of the eigenvalue
computation needed in the middle. But it does imply one important fact:
the multirlication coefficients aMj of(4.27) determine the irreducible characters
XI'" '. I, ofG; in particular, any information about these coefficients should
be refleClt'd in properties of the group characters.

We illustrate the last principle, which is vital in many proofs, by considering
the coefficients of le in (4.27). Evidently {IG} is a class, say K I , and IG is its

~~

class sum f:. \. For any class K j , let K j-
I be the class {O'-I : 0' E K;} and K j-

I

be its eLm sum. Using Proposition 4.28 with p = IG, we compute to obtain

~~

KjKi 1 =O·I G +···,

=!K;/·l e + .. ·,
if i, j = 1, , c and i '# j,

ifi =j = 1, , c,

where the three dots refer to linear combinations of the other sums Rh (h > 1).
Applying !.FG to these equations and using (4.12), we obtain

_~~ {O, ifi,j= 1, ... ,candi,#j,
!.FG(KK. ) =

. I J !G\\Kd, ifi =j = 1, ... , c.
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Next we use (4.14) and (4.31) to get

263

k

L X,.(l)xh(K j K j-
1

)
11 ; 1

k ~

L Xh(K)Xh(Kj-
1
).

h; 1

Choose any elements a E Kj , r E K j • Then Proposition 2.2 implies that

Xh(K j ) = IKiIXh(a), and Xh(Kjl) = IK j IXh(r- 1
), for alllz = 1, ... , k. Hence

the above equations become:

ifa,"", r,
G

if a '" r,
G

where, of course, a'" r means "a is G-conjugate to r", and x'"'" r means
G G

"a is not G-conjugate to r". Dividing by IKdIKjl, and using the fact that
IGI/IKjl = ICG(r)l, we obtain the following identities:

k {lcG(r)l, if a, rEG and a '" r, (4.33)
L x,.(a)x/.(r- 1

) = if d G
h;1 0, 1 a,rEGan a'""'r.

G

Besides their relations with the conjugacy classes and the multiplication
coefficients ahij , the irreducible characters of G are also connected with
certain normal subgroups of G. To explain this connection, we start with
two lemmas.

LEMMA 4.34. Let M be any FG-module and a be any element of G. Then
there exists a basis In 1" .. , fIl n for M satisfying:

mia = (iflli (i = 1, ... , n), (4.35)

where (1" .. , (n E Fare /Glth roots of unity (they are even eth roots of unity,
where e is the exponent of G).

Proof The cyclic subgroup <a) generated by a is abelian, and F is a
splitting field for its group algebra F<a) by (4.1). It follows from (4.6) and
(4.8) that each irreducible F<a)-module is one-dimensional. Because F<a)
is semi-simple, (3.20) tells us that M, considered as an F<a)-module, is a
direct sum of irreducible F<a)-submodules J 1 EB EB I n• If mi is a basis
element for the one-dimensional module J i (i = 1, , n), then m 1 , • •• , mn is
a basis for M satisfying (4.35), for some (1" .. , (n E F. Evidently ae = 1
implies that each (; is an eth root of unity and hence a IGlth root of unity. So
the lemma holds.
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(4.37a)

(4.37b)

LEMMA 4.36. Let (1"'" (,1 (11 ~ I) be IGlth roots of unity in F. If
(I + ... +(" = nC where ( is also alGlth root o{unity, then (I = ... = (,1 = '"

Proof The IGlth roots of unity in F generate a subfield E which is finite
dimensional over the rational subfield Q. Evidently it suffices to prove the
lemma for E in place of F. But E can be isomorphically embedded in the
complex numbers C. Therefore it suffices to prove the lemma for F = C.

In C, the absolute value ,(, of any IGlth root of unity is l. So, we have

'(I +... +(,11 = In(1 = n = 1(11+··· +1(,,1·
This implies that (1" .. , (" are all positive multiples of each other. Since they
all have absolute value I, they must be equal (I = ... = (.. Evidently their
common value is (( 1 + ... + (,I)/n = (. So the lemma holds.

The normal subgroups associated with the irreducible character Xi
(i = 1, ... , k) are

Ker(x;) = {O"EG: yO" = Y, for all yElJ

Z(G mod Ker (Xi» = {O"E G : 0" Ker (X;) EZ(GjKer (Xi»}'

Their relations with the values of Xi are given by

PROPOSITION 4.38. Fix i = 1, ... , k. If 0" E G, then

(a) 0" E Ker (Xi) if and only if Xi(O") = Xi(l),
(b) 0" EZ(G mod Ker (X;) if and only if Xi(O") = (Xi(!)' for some IGlth root

of unity ( E F.

Proof If 0" E Z(G mod Ker (Xi», then the linear transformation Ri(O")
evidently commutes with every R;(r) (r E G). In view of (4.8), R;(G") must lie
in the center of HomF(Ii' IJ SO it has the form Ri(O") = ('II,~Ii' where
(E F. This implies that xiCO") = ( dimF(I;) = (Xi(l), by (2.3). Since O"IGI = 1,
the element ( E F is a IGlth root of unity. Obviously ( = I if and only if
0" E Ker (xJ So we have proved the "only if" parts of both (a) and (b).

Now suppose that 0" satisfies X;(O") = (Xi(I), for some IGlth root of unity
(E F(in the case (a), we take ( = I). Lemma 4.34 gives us a basis m1 , ••• , m,l

for I i and IGlth roots of unity (1"'" (" satisfying (4.35). The trace Xi(O") of
R;(G") is then clearly (1 + ... +(" = n(, which implies (1 = ... = (" = ( by
Lemma 4.36. So Ri(O") = OI,~I, commutes with Ri(r), for all r E G, which is
equivalent to saying that 0" EZ(G mod Ker (X;». When ( = I, we even have
0" E Ker (xJ Therefore the proposition is true.

5. Induced Characters

We continue to use the notation and hypotheses of Section 4. If 0" EG and
X E (FG)* = Hom F (FG, F), then the conjugate function xGE (FG)* is given by:

XG(y) = X(yG- 1
) = X(O"yO"-l), for all YEFG. (5.1)
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This is a linear action of G on (FG)* contragradient to the conjugation action
of G on FG. Notice that the form (', ')G of (4.19) is invariant under this
action:

((", X")G = (~, xb for all (JEG, (, XE(FG)*. (5.2)

The subspace CF(G) of all class functions on G is evidently given by

CF(G) = {XE(FG)* : X" = X, for all (JEG}. (5.3)

Let H be any subgroup of G. We extend any function 4> E CF(H) to a
linear function $ E (FG)* by setting $((J) = 0, for all (J E G\H. So $ is
defined by:

$( I. I,,(J) = 4>( I. I,,(J), for any I" 's in F. (5.4)
aEG (fER

Since 4> is a class function on H, its extension $ satisfies $" = $ for all (J E H.
Hence we can define the induced function 4>G E(FG)* to be the "trace from
H to G" of $:

4>G = I. $",
"E rep (Gill)

(5.5)

where rep (G/H) is any family of representatives for the left cosets H(J of H
in G. Evidently 4>G is independent of the choice of these representatives, and
is fixed under conjugation by any element of G. So (5.3) implies

Induction: 4> -4 4>G is an F-/inear map of CF(H) into CF(G). (5.6)

The restriction XH to FH of a class function Xof G is clearly a class function
of H. The F-linear map X -4 XH of CF(G) into CF(H) is, in fact, contra
gradient to induction.

PROPOSITION 5.7 (Frobenius reciprocity law). If X E CF(G) and 4> E CF(H),
then

(x, 4>G)G = (XH' 4> )H'

Proof We know from (5.3) that X = X", for all (J·E G. So (5.5) and (5.2)
give:

(X, 4>G)G = (X, I. $")
"Erep (GIH) G

I. (X", $")G = [G : H] (X, $)G'
"Erep(GIH)

By (4.19) and (5.4), we have:

(X, $)G = I~I ,,~/((J)$((J-l) = I{, "~HX((J)4>((J-l)

1
[G : H] (XH' 4»H'

The result follows from this and the preceding equation.
The Frobenius reciprocity law has the following important consequence.
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PROPOSITION 5.8. If </> is a character ofH, then </>G is a character of G.

Proof By (4.26) the class function </>G is a unique linear combination
</>G =fIXI+ ... +hXk, with coefficients fl"'" fkEF, of the irreducible
characters XI" .. , Xk of G. In view of (4.1 0), </>G is a character of G if and only
if eachJ; is a non-negative integer. Using (4.20) and the Frobenius reciprocity
law, we have:

f, = (Xi' </>G)G = «xJ/I' </»/1'
Evidently the restriction (Xi)lI is a character of H (the corresponding repre
sentation is that of FH on the FG-module IJ By definition, </> is a character
of H. If )"1"'" Al are the irreducible characters of H, equation (4.10) gives
us non-negative integers nl" .. , ni' m ll . .. , ml such that

(Xi)/1 = Il IAI + ... +/l/A/, </> = mlA I+ ... +ml)"l'

But then (4.20) for H implies:
/

f, = «XJH' </»/1 = L /limi'
i = I

The last expression is a non-negative integer, since each ni or Ill, is. This
completes the proof of the proposition.

Another consequence of the Frobenius reciprocity law is used often enough
to deserve special mention.

PROPOSITION 5.9. Let XI" .. , Xk be the irreducible characters of C, and
). I,· .. , )"1 be the irreducible characters of H, where XI' )" I are the trivial

/

characters of G, H, respectively. If </> = L f);, with each J; E F, is any class
i = I

k

function on H, and </>G = L ejXj, with each ej E F, then el = j~.
j = I

Proof This is shorter to prove than to state. Obviously (XI)/1 = AI' So
the Frobenius reciprocity law and (4.26) give:

el = (AI' </»/1 = «XI)/I, </»/1 = (XI' </>G) =fl'
which proves the result.

A trivial intersection set (or t.i. set) with H as its normalizer is a non-empty
subset S of H satisfying:

S<f = S, for all (JEH, (5.l0a)

S<fnSiselllpty, for all (JEG\H, (5.l0b)

S = S-I = {(J-I : (JES}. (5.1Oc)

As an example of a t.i. set, we define a subset ,j;, for any (J E G, by:

,j~ = {rEG : (JE<r)}. (5.11)
Then we have:
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unless (J "" r, for some rES,
G

if 0' "" r, for some rES.
G

PROPOSITION 5.12. For any (J E G, the set J;;' is a t.i. set with NG(<(J») as its
normalizer.

Proof Clearly,)(J is a non-empty subset of NG(<(J»). Since (J E (r) if and

only if <0') ~ <r), the subset /;, is invariant under conjugation by elements
of NG«a»). If pE G\NG«a») and rE SP n S, then <r) contains both <0')
and <aP) = <a)P =I <0'). This is impossible, since the cyclic group <r)
contains only one subgroup of order 1<0')1 = l<a)PI. Hence SP n S is empty.

Finally <r) = <r- I
) implies that (,)0')-1 = J0'. So the proposition holds.

Let S be any t.i. set with H as its normalizer. We define an F-subspace
CF(HIS) of CF(H) by

CF(HIS) = {1JECF(H) : 1J(a) = 0, for all (JEH\S}. (5.13)

The functions in CF(HIS) behave very well under induction.

PROPOSITION 5.] 4. If 1J E CF(HIS) and 0' E G, then

{
a,

1JG(a) = 1J(r),

Proof By (5.4) the extension (fi is zero on G\S. For any P E rep (GjH), the
conjugate (fiP is zero on G\SP. From (5.5) we conclude that 1JG is zero on
G\ USP, which gives the first of the above equations. For the second, we

P

may assume that 0' = rES, since 1JG is a class function on G. Then (5.10)
implies that 0' rf; SP for all pE rep (GjH) except the single representative
Po E H. So (fiP(a) = 0, for all P =I Po in rep (GjH). This and (5.5) imply that
1JG(a) = (fiPO(a) = (fi(a PO-') = 1J(aPO-') = 1J(a), which completes the proof of
the proposition.

From this proposition and the Frobenius reciprocity law, we deduce

PROPOSITION 5.15. The map 1J -> 1JG is an isometry of CF(HIS) into
CF(GISG) (where SG = U SG), i.e.

GEG

(1JG, ~G)G = (1J, ~)ll' for all1J, ~ECF(HIS). (5.16)

Proof By (5.6) and Proposition 5.14 the map 1J -> 1JG sends CF(HIS)
linearly into CF(GISG). SO we only need to prove (5.16). The Frobenius
reciprocity law gives

(1JG, ~G)G = ((1JC)H' ~)H = ]~I G~H1JG(a)~(a-I).

Since ~ E CF(HIS), the value ((0'-1) is zero unless 0'-1 E S. By (S.1Oc) this
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occurs if and onlv if a E S. But then cjJG(a) = cjJ(a) by Proposition 5.14. So
we have

which proves the proposition.
Obviously the identity IG can lie in S only if H = G, which is not a very

interesting case. So (2.3) implies that the only character in CF(HIS) is 0,
whenever H < G. Nevertheless, one can very well have generalized characters
of H in CF(H/S). A generalized character X of the group G is a class function
of the form

X = 1111(1 + ... +l1kXk, (11 1"", I1 k EZ) (5.17)

where, as usual, Xl>"" Xk are the irreducible characters of G. By (4.10) the
generalized character X is an actual character if and only if each of the
coefficients 11 1" •• , I1k is non-negative. Clearly the generalized characters
form the additive subgroup X(G) of CF(G) generated by the characters.
From this description and Proposition 5.8 we immediately obtain

Induction cjJ --+ cjJG is an additive homorphism of X(H) into X(G). (5.18)

We denote by X(HIS) the intersection X(H) n CF(H!S), consisting of all
generalized characters cjJ of H vanishing on H\S. Then (5.18) and Proposi
tion 5.15 give

Induction cjJ --+ cjJG is an additive isometry of the subgroup X(H!S)
il1to X(GISG). (5.19)

To obtain the full force of trivial intersection sets, we use them in con
junction with involutions of the group G. An involution is just an element of
order 2. Their most important property is

PROPOSITION 5.20. If L, L' are involutiol1s in G, thell a = H' is inverted by
both Land L':

(5.21)

It follows that <L, L') = <L, a) is a dihedral subgroup of G, with <a) as a
normal cyclic subgroup of index 2.

Proof Since L = L- I and L' = L,-I, we have:

a-I = (L')-IL-I = L'L= L-I(H')L= a'

Similarly we have a-I = al'. So (5.21) holds. The rest of the proposition
follows easily from this.
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COROLLARY 5.22. If (J E S, then t, t
f

E H.

Proof By (5.21) and (S.1Oc), the intersection S'11 S contains a' = a-I.

So t E H by (S.lOb). Similarly t
f E H.

As a result of the above corollary, we obtain the very useful

PROPOSITION 5.23. Let I, I' be conjugacy classes of involutions in G.
~~~

Denote by J, I'. (In H), (I' n H) the sums in FG of the elements of the
corresponding sets I, I', In H, I' n H, respectively. If c/J E CF(HIS), then
we have

c/JG(l'i) = [G : HJc/J((;;:'H)(-;;;li)). (5.24)

Proof Let JI' = I frra, for non-negative integers f". If a rf. SG, then
(JEG

c/JG(a) = 0 by Proposition 5.14. Hence,
~

c/JG(JI') = I fA/\a).
(jES G

The conditions (5.10) say that SG is the disjoint union of its conjugate

subsets SP. for p EreI' (G!H). Since II' EZ(FG), the constantf/ equalsf",
for all a E S, pE rep (GiH). Applying Proposition 5.14 again, we get

--
c/JG(II') = I f"c/JG(aP)

(! E rep (GjH)

= [G : HJ I f"c/J(a).
"ES

If a E S. the coefficient J~ of a in JI' is just the number of ordered pairs of
involutions (t, L' ) such that L E 1, t' E l' and tt' = a. In view of Corollary 5.22,
this is just the number e" of ordered pairs (t, tf), where t E I n H, t' E I' 11 H

.......-:----- ...----
and It' = a. But e" in turn is the coefficient of a in (In H)(I' 11 H) = I e"a.

"EH
Since c/J(a) = 0 for a E H\S, the previous equation becomes

~

c/JG([I') = [G ; HJ I e"c/J(a) = [G ; HJc/J ( I e,,(J)
aES UEH

----- -----= [G : H]c/J((J n H)(I' 11 H»,

and this proves the proposition.

6. Generalized Quaternion Sylow Groups

We apply the ideas of the last section to study the finite groups having
generalized quaternion groups as 2-Sylow subgroups.

To construct a generalized quaternion group, we start with a cyclic group
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<,) of order 2", where n ~ 2. The automorphism (J -+ (J -1 of <,) then has
order 2 and leaves fixed the involution t = ,2"-1. It follows that there is a
unique group Q containing <,) as a normal subgroup of index 2, in which
some element P E Q\<,) satisfies

,p=,-I, p2 =t=,2"-1. (6.1)

This group Q is called the generalized quaternion group of order 2" +1. If
n = 2, it is, of course, the ordinary quaternion group.

PROPOSITION 6.2. Each element pE Q\<,) satisfies (6.1). Hence t is the
only involution in Q.

Proof Fix an element Po E Q\<,) satisfying (6.1). Since [Q : <c)] = 2,
any element p E Q\(r) has the form ,ipO' for some integer i. From (6.1) for
Po we compute that

,P = "i pO = ,{IO = ,-I,

p2 = ,iPO,ipO = ,ip6(PO I,LpO ) = TLL,-i = L.

Therefore P also satisfies (6.1). In particular, p has order 4. So any involution
in Q must lie in <,) and therefore equal t, which finishes the proof.

We must compute some irreducible characters of Q in a field F of charac
teristic zero satisfying (4.1) for the group Q. Certainly we have the trivial
character 1 = 1Q --> F' Since Q/<,) is cyclic of order 2, we have a linear
character A satisfying

x = {-Ion Q\(r),
1 on <c).

(6.3)

Because n ~ 2, there is a linear character p of <T) sending, into a primitive

fourth root of unity J- I. We can find such a root in F by (4.1). So we have
two linear characters p, jA.-I of <,) given by

{I(,L) = ('/__-l)L, p-I(,i) = (,/__l)-i = (-J _1)L, for all integers i.

(6.4)
By (5.5) and (6.1), the induced character 0 = pQ satisfies

0= {O on Q\<,), (6.5)
p +{I- 1 on <,).

Since p and jA.-I are distinct irreducible characters of <c), the Frobenius
reciprocity law implies that (0, O)Q = (0<,>, 11)<,> = (/H p-I, p)<,> = 1. But
the character e is a linear contribution of the irreducible characters of Q
with non-negative integral coefficients. From this and (4.20) we conclude
that 0 is an irreducible character of Q. Since e(l) = 2 =I- 1 = 1(l) = J.(l),
we have

1, A, eare distinct irreducible characters of Q. (6.6)
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From (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5), we compute:

f

o on Q\<,r) ,

1+},-8= 2 on (r)\(r
2
), (6.7\

4 on (r2)\<1'4),

° on <1'4).

With this we are ready to prove

THEOREM 6.8 (Brauer-Suzuki). If n :::>: 3 and the above generalized quatcr
nion group Q of order 2"+ 1 is a 2-Sylow subgroup of a finite group G, then G
has a proper normal subgroup N containing the involution t.

Proof Let 0' = 1'2. Proposition 5.12 tells us that J; is a t.i. set with
H = NG«1'») as its normalizer. We first prove

LEMMA 6.9. The group H is the semi-direct product QK of Q with a norma!
subgroup K of odd order centralizing 0'.

Proof Evidently the characteristic subgroup <a) of <1') is itself normal
in Q. SO Q ~ H. Since Q is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G, it must also be onc
of H.

Because n :::>: 3, the element 0' of order 2"-1 is not its own inverse. It
follows from this and Proposition 6.2 that Q n CG(a) = <1'). Since CG(al

is normal in NG«a») = H, this intersection is a 2-Sylow subgroup of Cera).
It is well known and elementary (see Section 1.6 of Huppert, 1967) that
the finite group CG(a) with a cyclic 2-Sylow group <1') has a unique
normal 2-complement K, i.e., a normal subgroup K of odd order such that
CG(a) = <1')K.

The factor group HjCG(a) = NG«a»)jCaCa) is isomorphic to a subgroup
of the automorphism group of <a), and hence is a· 2-group. It follows that
[H : K] = [H : CG(a)] [CG(a) : K] is a power of 2. Since K is characteristil.'
in CG(a), it is normal in H. Therefore it is a normal 2-complement in 11.
and the lemma is proved.

Next we must compute the ti. set J0' S H.

LEMMA 6.10. J 0' = <1')K\(1'4)K.

Proof Suppose that prr E J~, for pE Q, rr E K. Passing to the factor
group HjK= QKjK~ Q, we see that aE(p). Since n:::>: 3, the element
a is not in (t). So Proposition 5.2 implies that p E (1'). Obviously P If (r~~

since a = 1'2 ~ (1'4). Hence Id S <1')K\(1'4)K.
Suppose that p E (1')\(1'4) and rr E K. Then either (p) = (r2) = (a> (lr

(p) = (r). In the first case rr is an element of odd order commuting "jrb
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the element p of order 2n- 1, by Lemma 6.9. So <pn) = <p) x <n) ;:::: <p)
= <0-). In the second case (pn)2 E (r2)K\(r4 )K. So 0- E «pn)2) ::; <pn),

by the first case. Hence pn E J~ in both cases, which completes the proof of
the lemma.

Let cj> be the natural epimorphism of H = QK onto Q. Then (6.6) implies
that the compositions Iocj>, },ocj>, Oocj> are distinct irreducible characters of H.
From (6.7) and Lemma 6.10 we see that Iocj>+Aocj>-Oocj> = (1+J.-O)ocj> is a

generalized character of H vanishing outside J~, i.e. a member of X(HIJ~).

Since J~ is a t.i. set with H as its normalizer, we can apply (5.19) and deduce

that (lccj>+J.ocj>-Oocj»G E X(GI(J~)G). In view of (5.17) and Proposition 5.9
we have

where 1 is the trivial diaracter, and X2" .. , Xk are the other irreducible
characters of G, and where n2" .. , nk are arbitrary integers. Using (4.20)
and (5.16), we get

12+/I~+ ... +nf = «(1 ocj>+Aocj>-Oocj»G, (1ocj>+Aocj>-Oocj»G)G

= (locj>+J.ocj>-Oo<f>, locj>+J.ocj>-Oocj»H

= 3.

Hence exactly two of the ni are non-zero, and they are both ± 1. Therefore,
we have

There exist distinct non-trivial irreducible characters A, 0 of G and
integers el' e2 = I such that: (1ocj>+J.ocj>-Oocj»G = 1+e\A-e2 0. (6.11)

Since <t) ::; <,4), it follows from Lemma 6.1 0 and Proposition 6.2 that

J~ contains no involution. Hence (J~)G contains neither t nor IG• Since

(1ocj>+;.ocj>-Oocj»G is zero outside (Jo-)G, this and (6.11) imply that

I +e\A(I)-e20(I) = 0, I +e\A(t)-e20(t) = O. (6.12)

Let I be the conjugacy class of I in G. From Proposition 6.2 and Lemma
6.9, the intersection In H is contained in tK. So (I n H)2 £ (tK)2 = K.

It follows from this and Lemma 6.10 that (I n H)2 n Jd is empty. Since

I ocj> + I.ccj> - Oocj> is zero on H\J;, we conclude that (in the notation of
Proposition 5.23)

,..---...------
(10 cj> +A° cj> - 0 0 A)«(I n H)2) = O.

Applying (5.24) and (6.11), we get
r--.______

o= [G : H] (1 ° cj> +A0 cj> - e° cj>)«(I n H)2)

= (1 +e\A-e20)(P).
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In view of (4.31) and Proposition 2.2, this gives

l(i)2 A(i)2 ~(i)2

0= 1- +e1 A(I) -e2 -~(1)

= IW (1 + (elA(L))_~ _ 0~~(L~2).
eIA(I) ez~(I)

We can remove the non-zero factor IIlz. Substituting the values of e2~(L),

f. z~(I) obtained from (6.12), we have:

0= 1+ (e 1A(L))Z (~±-elAi~~2~
8 I A(1) 1+8 I A(1)

(8 1i\( L) - 8 1A(1))2

8 11\(1)(1 +81A(1))'

Therefore A(L) = A(l). By Proposition 4.38, the involution L lies in
N = Ker (A), which is a proper normal subgroup of G, since A #- I. This
proves the theorem.

7. Brauer's Characterization of Generalized Characters

As usual, let G be a finite group and F be a field of characteristic zero satis
fying (4.1). A subgroup E of G is called Brauer elementary if it is the direct
product of a cyclic group and a p-group, for some prime p. The following
theorem, due to Brauer (but whose present proof is due to Brauer and Tate
jointly) is difficult but extremely useful for constructing group characters.

THEOREM 7.1. A class function rP on G is a generalized character if and only
if its restriction rPE to each Brauer elementary subgroup E of G is a generalized
character of E.

Proof The "only if" part is trivial, so we need only prove the "if" part.
We shall do it in a series of lemmas. First we pass to a different (but actually
equivalent) form of the theorem. Let Cf be the family of all Brauer elementary
subgroups of G. For each E E Cf, induction maps the additive group X(E)
of all generalized characters of E onto a subgroup X(E)G of X(G) (by (5.18)).

LEMMA 7.2. Theorem 7.1 is implied by the equality:

X(G) = L X(E)G.
EEC

(7.3)

Proof Suppose that (7.3) holds. Let rP be any class function on G whose
restriction rPE lies in X(E), for any E E Cf. Then the Frobenius reciprocity
law implies that (rP, ~G)G = (rPE' ~h E Z, for all ~ E X(E) and any E E Cf. It
follows that (rP, ljJ)G E Z, for any ljJ in the right side of (7.3), i.e., for any
ljJ E X(G). If XI, •.. , Xk E X(G) are the irreducible characters of G, we con-
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elude from this, (4.26), and (5.17) that cP = (cP, Xl)xl+"'+(cP, Xk)Xk is a
generalized character of G. This proves the lemma.

For the rest of this section we regard characters, generalized characters,
and class functions as functions from G to F, rather than as linear functions
from FG to F, i.e., we adopt the viewpoint of Section 2 instead of that of
Section 4. It follows from (2.14) that the additive group X(G) is closed under
multiplication of functions, and hence is a ring of functions from G to F.
The identity element of this character ring X( G) is clearly the trivial character
1 = IG-+F ofG.

Let Y £ X(G) denote the right side of (7.3).

LEMMA 7.4. Y is an ideal in the character ring X(G).

Proof Clearly Y is an.additive subgroup of X(G). So we need only show
that it is closed under multiplication by an arbitrary element I/J E X(G).
Clearly it suffices to show that I/J~G E X(E)G £ Y, for any EEg and any
~ E X(E).

As in (5.4), let ~ be the extension of ~ to a function from G to F which is
zero outside E. Then, clearly, we have

~

I/J~=(I/JE~)

Since the restriction I/JE lies in the ring X(E), so does the product I/JE~' Hence
(I/JE~)G lies in X(E)G. Because I/J is a class function on G, it equals I/J", for all
(J E G. So the above equality and (5.5) imply that

~

(I~EOG = I (I/JE~)" = I (I/J~)"
"E rep (GjE) "E rep (GjE)

L I/J"~" = I/J L ~"
"E rep (GjE) "E rep (GjE)

= I/J~G.

Therefore I/J~G E X(E)G, which proves the lemma.
The importance of Lemma 7.4 is that any ideal Y 1= X(G) is contained in a

maximal ideal of X(G), and that we can say something about these maximal
ideals. Before we do so, however, we must make a "ground ring extension".

It follows from (4.1) that Fcontains a primitive 1<(J)!th root of unity (the
value A(O) of a suitable linear character J. of <eT»), for each eT E G. If e
denotes the exponent of G, we conclude that F contains a primitive eth root
of unity w. Let .0 = Z[w] be the subring of F generated by w.

Lemma 4.34 implies that X(eT) E .0, for all X E X(G), eT E G. So X(G) is a
ring of functions from G to D. Therefore, so is the family DX(G) of all
D-linear combinations of members of X(G):

DX(G) is a ring ofjullctiollsjrom G to D. (7.5)
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Lemma 7.4 and the F-linearity of induction imply that the corresponding
family .0 Y satisfies

.0 Y = L [.oX(E)]G is an ideal of .oX(G). (7.6)
EeC

We must show that nothing is lost by passing from Z to .0.

LEMMA 7.7. If we have
.0 Y = .oX(G), (7.8)

then (7.3) holds.

Proof By (4.9) and (5.17) the additive group X(G) is a free Z-module with
the irreducible characters Xl" .. , Xk of G as a basis. Since Y ~ X(G) , the
elementary divisor theorem gives us a Z-basis <P 1" •• , <Pk of X(G) and non
negative integers n1 , ••. , nk such that Y = Zn 1<Pl + ... +Znk<Pk'

Because the Z-basis Xl" .. , Xk of X(G) is F-linearly independent (by (4.9)),
so is the Z-basis <PI" .. , <Pk' It follows that .oX(G) = .o<Pl EB ... EB .o<Pk is
a free .o-module with <PI"'" <Pk as a basis. If (7.8) holds, then
.on 1 <PI EB ... EB .onk<Pk = .0 Y = .oX(G) = .o<Pl EB ... EB .o<Pk' So,

.on; =.0, (i = 1, ... , k).

Fix i = 1, ... , k. The above equation implies that the non-negative
integer n; is positive, and that .0 contains l/n;. So.o contains the subring
Z[l/n;] of rational numbers generated by l/ni • Since.o = Z[w] = Z·l
+ Zw +Zw2 + ... +Zwe

-
1 is a finitely generated Z-module, so is its sub

module Z[I/nJ This is only possible if ni = 1
From n; = 1 (i = 1, , k), we get

Y = Zn 1<Pl + +ZlIk<Pk = Z<Pl + ... +Z<Pk = X(G).

This proves the lemma.
Each element (J E G defines an "evaluation" homomorphism '1" of the

function ring .oX(G) into .0 given by

11,,(if;) = if;«(J), for allif;E.oX(G). (7.9)

Since l1,,(Y'I) = yl«(J) = y, for all y E.o, we have

For each (J E G, the map '1" is an epimorphism of the ring
.oX(G) onto.o. (7.10)

Now we fix a maximal ideal M in .oX(G). We shall construct an element of
Y not lying in M. First we must analyze M.

LEMMA 7.11. There exists an element (J E G and a maximal ideal P of.o
such that M is the inverse image l1;l(p) ofP by 11".

Proof The intersection of the kernels Ker (11,,) of the epimorphisms 11",
(J E G, is the set of all functions if; E X(G) which vanish at all (J E G, i.e., it is
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{O}. Since there are only a finite number of a E G, and the product

nKer (1],,) s nKer (1],,) = {O}
<1EG <1EG

is contained in the maximal ideal M of the ring DX(G) with identity, there is
some a E G such that Ker (1],,) £ M. Evidently this and (7.10) force M to be
the inverse image '/;; l(p) of a maximal ideal P of D. So the lemma is true.

We fix a and P satisfying the conditions of Lemma 7.11. Since P is a
maximal ideal of D, the quotient ring DIP is a field.

LEMMA 7.12. Thejield DIP has prime characteristic p.

Proof Suppose not. Then it has characteristic zero. But its additive group
is a finitely-generalized Z-module, since D is. This is impossible, since it
contains the additive group of the rationals, which is not finitely-generated.
So the lemma holds.

We write the exponent e as a product e = p"f, where n ~ 0 and p does not
divide the positive integer f Then there exist integers a, b such that:

ap"+ bf = 1. (7.13)

It follows that a = aap"ab!, where the order of aap" divides f and that of
ab! is a power ofp.

LEMMA 7.14. t/J(a) == t/J(aap") (mod P),for all t/J E DX(G).

Proof Since both sides of this congruence are D-linear in t/J, it suffices to
prove it when t/J is an irreducible character of G. Let I be a corresponding
irreducible FG-module. By Lemma 4.34 there are a basis 1'1" . . ,1'1 for lover
F and eth roots of unity (1" .. , (I such that Yia = (iYi, for all i = 1, ... , t.
This implies that }pap

" = (~P"Yi (i = I, ... , t). Hence,

t/J(a)_t/J(aap") = ((1 + ... +(I)-('~P"+ ... +(~P")

= (~P"((~! -1)+ ... +(~p"((:f-1)

by (7.13). So it suffices to prove that (~! -IEP, (i = 1, ... , t).
Since (i is an eth root of unity, its power b = (V is a p"-th root of unity.

The image;) of b in DIP is also a p"-th root of unity. But 1 is the only p"-th
root of unity in the field DIP of characteristic p. Hence;) = I, and
(~!-I = 6-I E P, which finishes the proof of the lemma.

COROLLARY 7.15. We can assume that the order ofa is relatively prime to p.

Proof If not, let t = aap". The lemma implies that M = 1];; l(P) = 1]; l(P).
So we can replace a by t, whose order divides f and hence is relatively prime
to p.

Of course, from now on we do assume that l<a)1 is relatively prime to p.
Let S be a p-Sylow subgroup of CG(a). Then E = <a) x S is a Brauer
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(7.16 )

elementary subgroup of G. Since <0) is abeIian, each of its irreducible
characters), is linear. Using the projection of E on <0') (or (2.12», we obtain
a corresponding linear character Ax 1 of E satisfying

Ax l(pr) = A(p), for all pE<O'), rES.

Let )'1" .. , )'1 (l = 1<0')1) be the irreducible characters of <0'). Then
I

A = L Ai(O'-l)(Ai X l)E.oX(E).
j = I

Using (4.33) we compute:

{
a, if p =I 0',

A(pr) = '<)\ if _ (p E<0'), rE S).
\ 0' , I P - 0',

By (7.6) the induced character AGlies in .0 Y. It satisfies

LEMMA 7.17. AG(O') = [CG(O') : S] ¥= 0 (modP).

Proof As in (5.4), we extend A to a function A from G to F which is zero
outside E.

Suppose that Ar(O') =I 0, for some rE G. Then O'r-' E E and A(O't- l
) =I O.

The order of O'r-' equals that of 0'. Evidently <0') is the set of all elements of
E = <0') x Swhose orders are not divisible by p. Hence O'r-

I
E <0'). But then

A(O'r-') =I °implies O'r-
I = 0', by (7.16). Therefore -r E CG(O').

On the other hand, if rE CG(O'), then (7.16) gives Ar(O') = A(O'r- l
) = A(O')

= 1<0')1 =I 0. It follows from this and (5.5) that

AG(O') = L Ar(u) = L 1<0')1 = [CG(O') : <0') x SJI<O')I
rE rep (G/E) rE rep (Ca(tT)/E)

= [CcCO') : S].
This is not divisible by p, since S is a p-Sylow subgroup of CG(O'). So it does
not lie in P by Lemma 7.12. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now we can finish the proof of the theorem. By I:,emmas 7.2 and 7.7, we
need only show that (7.8) holds. If that is false then .0 Y is an ideal properly
contained in .oX(G), by (7.6). So we can choose our maximal ideal M to
contain .0 Y. But the above character AGlies in .0 Yand not in M = 1]-; l(p),
by (7.9) and Lemmas 7.11 and 7.17. The contradiction proves the theorem.

8. p-adic AIgebras

Fix a prime p in the ring Z of ordinary integers. From the descending chain
pZ ::> p2Z ::> p3Z ::> ••• of ideals of Z we obtain an infinite chain of natural
ring epimorphisms

... ~Z/p3Z-+Z/p2Z-+Z/pZ. (8.1)

The corresponding inverse limit ring Zp = ~ Z/pnZ is called the ring of
n-+ '"

p-adic integers.
F.S.a. 10
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From its definition Zp is provided with a family of natural ring epimor
phisms Zp -7 Z/pnZ, for all n > 0, commuting with the epimorphisms in
(8.1). rfm > n, then the kernel of the epimorphism Z/pmZ -7 Z/pnZ in (8.1)
is pnZ/pmz, which is pn(Z/pmz) as an additive subgroup of Z/pmZ. It follows

that the kernel of Zp -7 Z/pnZ is pnZp = ~ pn(Z/pmz). So we have a
m~oo

natural identification of rings:

Zp/pnZp = Z/pnz, for all n > 0. (8.2)

Under this identification, the chain (8.1) becomes the corresponding chain
for Zp:

... -7Zpjp3Zp-7Zp/p2Zp-7Zp/pZp'
. . tim .

We conclude that the natural homomorphlsm of Zp mto n<::'Zp/pnZp IS an

identity of rings:

(8.3)

The rings Z/pnZ have identities 1zjp"z which map onto each other in (8.1).
)'

It follows that their inverse lz =~ 1zjp"z is the identity for Zp. The unit
p n-+ 00

group U(Zp) is easily seen to be the inverse limit

U(Zp) = ~ U(Z/ p"Z),
'1-00

of the unit groups U(Z/pnZ) of the rings Z/pnZ. But U(Z/pnZ) =
(Z/pnZ)\(pZ/pnZ), for all n > 0. Hence, we have

lirn
U(Zp) = ~«Z/pnZ)\p(Z/pnz)) = Zp\pZp. (8.4)

n~oo

From the above information we can deduce the entire ideal structure of Zp.

PROPOSITION 8.5. The distinct ideals of Zp are {a} and pnZp (n = 0, 1,2,
3, ... ).

Proof By (8.2) we have Zp = pOZp :::J pZp :::J p2Z p :::J • • •• So the ideals
pnZp (n = 0, 1,2, ... ), are distinct from each other and from {a}.

00

Let I be any non-zero ideal of Zp. By (8.3) the intersection npnZp= {a}.
n = 0

So I is not contained in every ideal pnZp' On the other hand, I £ pOZp = Zp.
Hence there exists an integer n ~ °such that 1£ pnZp but 1$ pn+lZp. Let
y be any element of I not in pn+ 1Zp. Since yE pnZp, there is an element
jJ. E Zp such that y = pnjJ.. Since y rfi pn+ 1Zp, the element jJ. does not lie in
pZp. By (8.4) jJ. is a unit of Zp. Therefore 1:::2 yZp = pnjJ.Zp = pnZp' So
1= p"Zp, and the proposition is proved.

COROLLARY 8.6. The ring Zp is a principal ideal domain of characteristic
zero, and pZp is its only maximal ideal.
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Proof By the proposition, Zp is a commutative ring with identity in which
every ideal is principal. The product pnZppmzp = pn+mzp of any two non
zero ideals pnZp, pmZpof Zp is again non-zero. It follows that the product of
any two non-zero elements of Zp is non-zero. So Zp is a principal ideal
domain.

The characteristic of the domain Zp is either zero or a prime. But Zp
has a quotient ring Zp/p2Z pof characteristic p2, by (8.2). So its characteristic
cannot be a prime. Hence it is zero.

The final conclusion of the corollary, that pZp is the only maximal ideal
of Zp, comes directly from the proposition.

We should note that the field of fractions Qp of the integral domain Zp
is called the p-adic number field.

A p-adic module M will be a finitely-generated unitary module over Zp.
Since Zp is a principal ideal domain, we can apply the structure theory of
finitely-generated modules over such domains (see Section 1.13 of Huppert.
1967). In view of Proposition 8.5, we obtain

r terms---M ~ Zp EEl ... EEl Zp EEl (Zp/ pn, Zp) EEl ... EEl (Zp/pnszp)
(as Zp-modules), (8.7)

for some unique integers r, s ~ 0 and n l , ... , ns ~ I. This has two important
consequences.

In the first place, the factor module M/pM is clearly the direct sum of
r+s copies of Zp/pZp, which is isomorphic to Z/pZ by (8.2). Regarding
M /pM as a vector space over the field Z/pZ, we obtain

dimz/pz (M /pM) = r+s, for all p-adic modules M. Furthermore,
this dimension is zero if and only if M = {O}. (8.8)

The second immediate consequence of (8.7) and (8.3) is that
lim .

M = <-M/pnM, for all p-adic modules M, (8.9)
n~oo

in the usual sense that the natural map of the left side into the right is a
module isomorphism.

By a p-adic algebra we understand a p-adic module A together with a
Zp.bilinear, associative product (a, a') ~ aa' from A x A to A. Cnless
otherwise noted we assume that A has an identity 1 = lA for this multiplica
tion. So A is a ring with identity, and z ~ ZIA is an identity-preserving ring
homomorphism of Zp into the center of A.

Obviously the additive subgroup pA is a two-sided ideal of A. By (S. 8)

the factor ring A/pA is finite-dimensional over Z/pZ. Hence, we have

A/pA is an algebra over Z/pZ. (8.10)

We define the radicalJ(A) to be the inverse image in A of the radical J(A pA)
10'
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of the algebra A/pA. (In fact, one can easily see that J(A) is the Jacobson
radical of A). Then J(A) is a two-sided ideal of A containing pA and, by (3.8)

A/J(A) ~ [A/pAl/J(A/pA) is a semi-simple algebra over Z/pZ. (8.11)

By Satz V.2.4 of Huppert (1967), the radical J(A/pA) is a nilpotent ideal
in the algebra A/pA. It follows that

1(A)d £ pA £ 1(A), for some integer d > O. (8.12)

This implies that J(A)dn £ (pAr = pnA £ J(Ar, for all integers n ~ O.
Hence we have natural ring epimorphisms

lim tiro lim___ A/J(A)dn-. A/pnA-> AjJ(Ar.
"-+00 1I-+(rJ n-+oo

But the natural epimorphism of the left ring onto the right is clearly an
isomorphism. So they are both isomorphic to the center ring. From this
and (8.9) we conclude that"

A = ~A/pnA = ~A/J(Ar (8.13)
"-+00 n-+oo

in the usual sense that the natural maps among these objects are isomorphisms.

9. The Krull-Schmidt Theorem

Let M be a module over a ring R. Consider a decomposition

M=M t 8") ... 8")Mm , (9.1)

where M t, ... , Mm are R-submodules of M. The corresponding projections
ei : M -> M i (i = 1, ... , m) all lie in the ring HomR (M, M) of R-endomor
phisms of M, and satisfy

ef=ei (i=l, ,m), (9.2a)

eie j = 0 (i, j = 1, , m with i #- j), (9.2b)

1 = et + ... +em • (9.2c)

Furthermore, these projections determine (9.1) since M i = Mei' for
i = 1, ... , m. (Notice that we regard the R-endomorphisms as right operators
on M.)

On the other hand, if et, . .. , em are elements of HomR (M, M) satisfying
(9.2), then one easily verifies that M t = Met, .. . , Mm = Mem are R
submodules of M satisfying (9.1), and that ei is the corresponding projection
of M onto M i (i = 1, ... , m). So there is a natural one to one correspondence
between decompositions (9.1) of the R-modu1e M and decompositions (9.2c)
of the identity into elements et, . .. , em of the ring Hom R (M, M) satisfying
(9.2a, b).

The R-module M is indecomposable if it is non-zero and cannot be written
as the direct sum of two proper R-submodu1es. The former condition is
equivalent to 1 #- 0 in the ring HomR (M, M). The latter says that there is
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no decomposition 1 = e 1 +ez in the ring HomR (M, M) satisfying (9.2a, b)
for m = 2. Since any idempotent e t= 0, I in HomR (M, M) gives such a
decomposition I = e +(1- e), we see that

AI is indecomposable if and only if I is the unique non-zero
idempotent in HomR (M, M). (9.3)

In the case when R is a p-adic algebra A (with identity), we can give another
condition for the indecomposability of certain A-modules. By a module 1\1
over the p-adic algebra A we understand a finitely-generated unitary right
A-module. Since A is itself a finitely-generated unitary module over Zp,
so is M. Hence M is a p-adic module in the sense of Section 8.

PROPOSITION 9.4. For any module M (in the above sense) over the p-adic
algebra A, the ring HomA (M, M) is naturally a p-adic algebra.

Proof Since all multiplications involving A or M are Zp-bilinear, the ring
HomA (M, M) is naturally a unitary Zp-module, and its multiplication is
Zp-bilinear. So the only problem is to show that HomA (M, M) is a finitely
generated Zp-module. But it is a Zp-submodule of Homzp (M, M), which is
a finitely-generated Zp-module since M is and since Zp is a principal ideal
domain. It follows that HomA (M, M) is finitely-generated over Zp, which
proves the proposition.

In view of (9.3) and the above proposition, we must study the p-adic
algebras for which 1 is the unique non-zero idempotent. To do so, we use

LEMMA 9.5 (Idempotent refinement lemma). Let A be a p-adic algebra
andfbe an idempotellt in A/J(A). Then there exists an idempotent e in A such

that f = e +J(A).

Proof By (8.13) the ring A is the inverse limit of the family of rings and
epimorphisms

... --->AIJ(A)3--->AIJ(A)2--->AIJ(A).

We shall construct, by induction, idempotents en E A/J(At, for n ;;::: 1,
satisfying:

... --->e3--->eZ---><'} =f.

Evidently e = e en will be the desired idempotent of A.
We start with e1 = f Suppose that idempotents e 1 E A/J(A), ez E A/J(A)Z,

... , enEA/J(Ar have been constructed so that en ---> en- 1 ---> ••• ---> e1 =f
Let 9 be any element of A/J(Ar+ 1 having ell as image in A/J(A)". From
e~ = en we obtain

gZ = g+ y,

where y lies in the kernel Y = J(A)"/J(A)"+1 of A/J(Ar+ 1 .-.. A/J(At.
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Evidently l' = g2 - 9 commutes with g. Furthermore 1'2 E y 2 = {O} (since
n;:::: 1). It follows that en+ 1 = g+(1-2g)y satisfies

e;+1 = g2 +2g(l- 2g)y +(1- 2g)2i
= 9 + 1'+(2g _4g 2)1' +0

= 9 +(1-2g)1'+(4g _4g 2)y

= en + 1 -41'2 = en + 1•

Since en+ 1 == 9 (mod Y), we have found an idempotent en+1 E A/l(A)" + 1

satisfying en+ I -4 en' This completes the inductive construction of the en
and finishes the proof of the lemma.

It is convenient to know the structure of the unit group of A.

LEMMA 9.6. Let A be a p-adic algebra. An element u is a unit in A ~r alld
only if its image u +l(A) is a unit in A/l(A).

Proof If u is a unit in A, then u+l(A) is clearly a unit in A/l(A). Suppose,
conversely, that u+l(A) is a unit in A/l(A). Then there exists an element
v E A such that uv == vu == 1 (mod leA»~. Let l' = 1-111' E leA). Then
yn El(A)n, for all n ;:::: 1. It follows from (8.13) that the sum 1+Y+1'2 +y3 + ...
"converges" in e A/l(A)" = A to a two-sided inverse to 1-y = uv.
Therefore u has the right inverse v( I - y) - 1. Similarly u has a left inverse. So
u is a unit in A and the lemma holds.

As a result of these lemmas, we have:

PROPOSITION 9.7. The following properties are eqlliwlent for a p-adic
algebra A:

(a) I is the unique non-zero idempotent in A,
(b) 1 is the unique non-zero idempotent in A/l(A),
(c) A/l(A) is a division algebra over Z/pZ,
(d) A\l(A) is the unit group of A.

Proof (a) -= (b). First notice that 0 is the only idempotent in leA).
Indeed, any such idempotent e satisfies e = en E l(A)n, for alln ;:::: 1, and hence
eE nl(A)n = {O} by (8.13).

11;:::: 1

Now suppose that (a) holds. Since l#-O in A, the idempotent 1 does not
lie in leA). Hence its image 1 is #- 0 in A/l(A). If f is an idempotent of
A/l(A) different from 0 and 1, then Lemma 9.5 gives us an idempotent e E A
havingfas its image in A/l(A). Clearlye #- 0, 1 in A, which is impossible by
(a). Therefore (a) implies (b).

Suppose that (b) holds. Then I#-O in A/l(A), which implies 1 #- 0 in A.
If e is an idempotent of A other than 1 or 0, then so is 1 - e (since
(1-e)2 = J -2e+e2 = 1-2e+e = I-e). Both e and I-e must have the
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image I in A/l(A), by (b) and the first paragraph of this proof. That is
impossible since their sum 1 also has the image 1 and 1 i= °in A/l(A).
Therefore (b) implies (a).

(b) ~ (c). Suppose that (b) holds. By (8.1 I), the ring A/l(A) is a semi
simple algebra over Z/pZ. Proposition 3.9 gives us simple subalgebras
AI"'" A k such that A/l(A) = Al EB ... EB Ak • If k > 1, then l AI is an
idempotent of A different from °and 1, contradicting (b). If k = 0, then
1 = °in A/l(A), also contradicting (b). So k = 1 and A/l(A) is a simple
algebra over Z/pZ.

Now Proposition 3.12 tells us that A/l(A) "'=' HomD(I, 1), where D is a
division algebra over Z/pZ and I is a finite-dimensional vector space over D.
Applying (9.3) with D, I in place of R, M, we see from (b) that I is an in
decomposable D-module. So I "'=' D is one-dimensional over D. It follows
easily that A/l(A) "'=' HomD (D, D) is a division algebra anti-isomorphic to D.
So (b) implies (c).

Suppose that (c) holds. Then 1 i= °in A/l(A). Iff is an idempotent in
A/l(A) different from I and 0, then f i= 0, I - f i= 0, and f(l -f) = f - P
=f-f = 0, which is impossible in a division algebra. Hence (c) implies (b).

(c) ~ (d). Evidently (c) holds if and only if [A/l(A)]\{O} is the unit
group of A/l(A). By Lemma 9.6 this is equivalent to (d). So the proposition
is proved.

COROLLARY 9.8 (Fitting's Lemma). Thefollowing conditions are equimlent
for a module ll1 over a p-adic algebra A:

(a) M is indecomposable,
(b) HomA (M, M)/l(Hom A (M, M» is a division algebra oreI' Z/pZ,
(c) Hom4 (M, M)\l(HomA (M, M» is the group ofA-automorphisms ofM.

Proof In view of Proposition 9.4, this follows directly from the above
proposition and (9.3).

Since any module over a p-adic algebra is, in particular, a p-adic module, it
satisfies (8.8). This implies immediately that

A module M oreI' a p-adic algebra A has at least one decomposition
M = MI EB ... EB AIm' where m ;::: °and each M i is an indecomposable

A-submodule of M. (9.9)

The point of the Krull-Schmidt theorem is that this decomposition is as
unique as it can be.

THEOREM 9.10 (Krull-Schmidt Theorem). Let M be a module oreI' a
p-adic algebra A. Suppose that M = MI EB ... EB Mm = NI EB· .. EB Nn,
where rn, n ;::: °and each M i or N j is an indecomposable A-submodule of M.
Then n = m and, after renumbering, M i "'=' Ni (as A-modules),for i = 1, ... , m.
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Proof We use induction on m. If m = 0, then M = {a} and the theorem
is trivial. So we can assume that m > 0, and that the result is true for all
smaller values of IJI. Obviously this implies that M #- {O}, and hence that
11 > 0.

The decomposition M = Ml EB ... EB Mm defines projections ei of M onto
M j (i = 1, ... , m). Similarly, the decomposition M = NI EB ... EB Nn

defines projectionsfj of M onto N j (j = 1, ,11). From (9.2c) we obtain

fl = lfl = edl +ez!l + +emfl'

Let eli E HomA(NI' M j ) be the restriction of ej to NI, and};1 E HomA(Mj ,

NI) be the restriction of!l to M j (i = 1, .. . ,m). Theneli};1 EHomA(NI,Nl)
(i = 1, ... , m). Since!l is identity on NI, the above equation implies that

1 = elifil +e12f2l + ... +elmfml in HomA(N I, NI)'

Because NI is an indecomposable A-module, we may apply Corollary 9.8
to it. It is impossible that every eli};llies in J(HomA (NI> NI)' (i = I, ... , m),
since their sum 1 does not lie in this ideal. After renumbering, we can
assume that ell!11 ~ J(HomA (NI' NI))' By Corollary 9.8(c), the product
ell!11 is an A-automorphism of NI' Let (e l dll)-l be its inverse in
HomA(N l , NI)' Then ell E Hom", (NI' M I) and!ll(ell!I1)-1 E HomA (MI ,

NI) satisfy ellfll(e ll!ll)-l = 1Nl ~ NI' It follows that ell is a mono
morphism, and that M I = Nlell EB Ker (/l1(e ll fll)-I) (as A-modules).
Since ,'I,f is indecomposable and NI #- {O}, we conclude that Ker (/11
(ell!II)-I) = {a}, and that ell is an isomorphism of NI onto M I.

We now know that the restriction of e l is an isomorphism of NI onto M I.
It follows that M = M I EB M 2 EB ... EB Mm = NI EB M 2 EB ... EB ,\-fm·
Therefore M 2 EB ... EB Mm c:::: M 1Nl c:::: Nz EB ... EB N,,, (as A-modules). By
induction III = n and, after renumbering, M i c:::: Ni (as A-modules), for
i = 2..... Ill. Since M l c:::: NI already, this proves the theorem.

Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Then any idempotent e E R
is the identity of the subring eR = Re. If e l , ... , em ER satisfy (9.2), then
R is the ring direct sum of its subrings Rei,"" Rem' Conversely, if
R = RI 8 ... EB Rm (as rings), then the identities e l , ... , em of RI . ... , Rm,
respecti\ely. satisfy (9.2) and Ri = Rei (i = I, ... , m). So our "standard"
condition that 1 be the unique non-zero idempotent in R is equivalent to the
condition that R be idecomposable as a ring.

We S3Y that an idempotent e E R is primitive if it is the unique non-zero
idempotent in the subring eR, i.e., if eR is an indecomposable subring of R.
The importance of decompositions (9.2) in which each ei is primitive is
explained by the

PROPOSITION 9.1 I. Let e l , ... , em be primitive idempotel1ts satis/ring (9.2)
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in a commutative ring R. Then the elements es = I ei , for S <;; {I, ... , m:.
i E S

are precisely the distinct idempotents in R. In particular. e1 , • •• , em are the onl.:
primitive idempotents ill R.

Proof An elementary calculation shows that es is an idempotent, for an:
S <;; {I, ... , m}. Since eieS = ei, if i E S, and is zero if i ~ S, (i = 1, .... //Ii.

the idempotent es determines the set S. Therefore distinct subsets S of
{I, ... , m} yield distinct idempotents es.

Letfbe any idempotent of R. For i = 1, ... , m,fei = eJis an idempotent
in eiR. Since ei is primitive, fe i is either 0 or ei. Letting S be the set of all
i = 1, ... , m such that fei = ei , we obtain

1=11 = Ie l + Ie2 + ... + Iem = l>i = es·
i E S

This proves that the es are the only idempotents in R.
Since Res contains eies = e;, for all i E S and any S <;; {l, ... , 111}, we see

immediately that es is primitive if and only if S contains exactly one element.
So the proposition is proved.

We shall apply the above result to a commutative p-adic algebra A. In any
decomposition A = Al EB ... EB Am (as rings), the subrings Ai are ideals and
hence p-adic subalgebras of A. As in the case of (9.9), statement (8.8) implies
that A has such a decomposition in which m ::?: 0 and each Ai is an indecom
posable ring. The equivalence between these decompositions and the
decompositions (9.2) in A, together with Proposition 9.11, imply that

A commutath'e p-adic algebra A has a finite number of primitive
idempotents e l , ... , em (m ::?: 0), These idempotents satisfy (9.2)
and the elements es = L: ei, for S s; {l, ... , m} are precisely the

i ES

distinct idempotents in A. (9.12)

The Idempotent Refinement Lemma 9.5 can be used to give a close con
nection between idempotents of A and those of A/l(A).

PROPOSITION 9.13. Let A be a commutative p-adic algebra. The map
e ---+ e+l(A) sends the family of all idempotents e of A one to one onto the
family ofall idempotents ofA/l(A). Furthermore e is primitit"e in A ifand only
if e+l(A) is primitive in A/l(A).

Proof Evidently e ---+ e+l(A) sends the first family into the second. By
Lemma 9.5 the map is onto. So we must prove it to be one to one.

Suppose that e, fare idempotents of A such that e == f(mod leA)). Then
e == e2 == ef(mod leA)). Hence e - ef = e(1-f) is an idempotent in l(A).
As in the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition 9.7, this implies that
e-ef = 0, or e = ef Similarly, ef = f Therefore e ---+ e+l(A) is one to one
and the first statement of the proposition is proved.
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(lO.Ia)

(lO.lb)

(lO.Ic)

(lO.ld)

We know that an idempotent e is non-zero in A if and only if e+J(A) is
non-zero in A/J(A). If f is an idempotent in eA different from e and 0, then
f+J(A) is an idempotent in (e+J(A)) (A/J(A)) different from e+J(A) and O.
Conversely, if (e+J(A)) (A/J(A)) contains an idempotent 9 #- e+J(A), 0,
then Lemma 9.5 gives us an idempotent f in A such that 9 = f +J(A). The
product ef is an idempotent in eA whose image in A/J(A) is (e+J(A))g = 9
(since 9 E (e+J(A)) (A/J(A))). Hence ef #- 0, e. This proves the second
statement and finishes the proof of the proposition.

10. Orders

We fix a prime p. Recall from Section 8 that the p-adic number field Qp is the
field of fractions of the integral domain Zp of p-adic integers. Let A be an
algebra (in the sense of Section 3) over Qp' An order (or, more strictly, a
Zp-order) in A is a subset .0 satisfying:

.0 is a subring of A,

lA E.o,
.0 is a finitely-generated Zp-submodule of A.

For each a E A, there exists z #- 0 in Zp such that za E .0.

Evidently (lO.1a, b, c) imply that

.0 is a p-adic algebra. (10.2)

Since .0 is a Zp-submodule of the vector space A over Qp, it is a torsion
free Zp-module. Because Zp is a principal ideal domain, this and (lO.lc)
imply that .0 is a free Zp-module of finite rank n. Hence there is a Zp-basis
a l , .. 0' an of.o such that

n times
~

.0 = Zpa 1 EB ... EB Zpan ~ Zp EB ... EB Zp (as Zp-modules). (10.3)

From (lO.Id) it is clear that al , • .. , an is also a Qp-basis for the algebra A.
Therefore, we have

dimQpA = n = rankzpD. (lOA)

The order .0 determines the algebra A to within isomorphism, since the
multiplication coefficients for the basis a l , .•• , an can be computed in D.

Of course, orders always exist.

PROPOSITION 10.5. Any algebra A over Qp contains at least one order D.

Proof Let b l , .. 0' bn be any basis for A over Qp. Then there are unique
multiplication coefficientst;jk E Qp, for i, j, k = 1, .. 0' n, such that

n

bib j = L fijkbk (i,j= 1, ... , n).
k = I
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Since Qp is the field of fractions of Zp, there is a z =1= 0 in Zp such that
Z/;jk E Zp (i, j, k = 1, ... , n). The basis zb 1 , • •• , zbn for A over Qp then
satisfies

n

(zb;) (zb) = L (Zjijk)(zbk)EZp(zb 1 )+··· +Zp(zbn) (i, j = 1, ... , n).
k; I

So the Zp-submodule 9Jl = Z/zb l ) + ... +Z/zbn} of A is closed under
multiplication. It follows that .0 = Zp 'IA +9)1 is also closed under multi
plication. Therefore .0 satisfies (lO.Ia). By its construction it satisfies
(lO.lb, c). It satisfies (lO.Id), since 9)1 does. Hence it is the order we seek.

A general algebra A contains many orders, and it is impossible to single
out one of them in any reasonable fashion. However, there is one important
exception to this rule when the algebra A is a finite algebraic extension field F

of Qp.

PROPOSITION 10.6. There is a unique maximum order .0 containing all the
other orders in F.

Proof Let .0 1 and .0 2 be two orders in F. Since F is commutative and
1 E .0 1 n .02 , the subring generated by .0 1 and .02 is their product .0 1.0 2 , the
additive subgroup generated by all products xy, with x E .0 l' yE -0 2 , If
a l .... , an is a Zp-basis of -0 1 and b1 , ... , bn is a Zp-basis of .02 , then clearly
the products aibj (i,j = 1, ... , n) generate -0 1-0 2 as a Zp-module. Therefore
-0 1-0 2 is an order of Fcontaining both -0 1 and -0 2 ,

In view of Proposition 10.5, the above argument implies that the union .0
of all the orders in F satisfies (lO.la, b, d). To complete the proof of the
proposition, we therefore need only show that -0 is a finitely-generated
Zp-module.

If f E F, then its field trace tr (f) E Qp is the trace of the Qp-linear trans
formation L J : y ---> fy of F. We must prove that

tr (f)EZ p , for all jE-O. (10.7)

Indeed, an element f E -0 is, by definition, contained in an order .0 I in F.
A Zp-basis a1 , • .• , an for -0 1 is also a Qp-basis for F. Since -0 1 is closed under
multiplication, there are elements zij E Zp (i, j = 1, ... , n) such that

n

ja i = I zija j, (i = 1, ... , n). But, then,
j; 1

tr (f) = tr (LJ ) = tr ((Zi) = Z11 +Z22+'" +ZnnEZp.

So (10.7) holds.
Since Zp has characteristic zero (by Corollary 8.6), the trace tr (IF)

= dimQp (F) is non-zero. If f =1= 0 in F, then tr ur 1) = tr (I) =1= O. It
follows that f, g ---> tr (/g) is a non-singular Qp-bilinear form from F x F into
Qp' If -0 1 is an order of F with a Zp-basis a1 , • •• , an, then there exists a dual
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basis Cl"'" en for Fover Qp such that tr (aic) is the Kronecker 6-function
6ij (i,j = 1, ... , /I). It follows easily that

{fEF : tr (!'()EZp, for all xED l } = Zpc l EB .. · EB Zpcn•

In view of (10.7), the ring D is contained in the left side of this equation. So
D is a Zp-submodule of the finitely-generated Zp-module on the right side.
Since Zp is a principal ideal domain, this implies that D is a finitely-generated
Zp-module, which completes the proof of the proposition.

The above maximum order D is usually described differently in the
literature. We don't really need the other description, but we put it here
anyway out of respect for tradition.

An element / E F is integral over Zp if it satisfies an equation of the form:

fm+zr!m-l+ ... +zm=O, /orsomem21andzl, ... ,zmEZp. (10.8)

The set of all such elements/is called the integral closure of Zp in F. In fact,
it is simply the maximum order D.

PROPOSITION 10.9. The maximum order D is the integral closure o/Zp in F.

Proof Obviously condition (10.8) for an element / E F implies that
1,1/ 2

, .•. ,/m-l alone generate the Zp-module ZAf] generated by all the
powers I, I rz,. " off On the other hand, if Zp[/] is a finitely-generated
Zp-module, then we can find a finite subset 1,1/2, ... ,/m-l generating
ZAf] in the infinite family I, I /2,. " of generators. Clearly this implies
that (10.8) holds. Hence/is integral over Zp if and only if Zp[f] is a finitely
generated Zp-module.

If/E D, then Zp[f] is a submodule of the finitely-generated Zp-module D,
and hence is finitely-generated. If ZP[/] is a finitely-generated Zp-module,
then ZP[/]' D is also a finitely-generated Zp-module. But ZP[/]D is a subring
of F containing D, and hence is an order in F. By Proposition 10.6,
/ = I I E ZP[/]' D s; D. Therefore / E D if and only if Zp[f] is a finitely
generated Zp-module. Together with the first paragraph, this proves the
proposition.

That the order D is a local ring is given by

PROPOSITION 10.10. The radical J(D) is the unique maximal ideal in the
maximum order D 0/ F.

Proof Since F is a field, the only idempotents in Fare 0 and I i= O. It
follows that I is the unique non-zero idempotent in the p-adic algebra D.
By Proposition 9.7 and the commutativity of D, the factor ring D/J(D) is a
field. Hence J(D) is a maximal ideal in D. Furthermore, Proposition 9.7
also says that every element of D\](D) is a unit in D. Therefore every ideal
i= D of D is contained in J(D). So the proposition is true.
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(11.2)

We return to an arbitrary algebra A over Qp and an arbitrary order Din A.
Let M be a module over A in the sense of Section 3. By an D-lattice L in i\l
we understand a subset satisfying:

L is a finitely-generated D-submodule of M, (10.1 Ia)

For each y E M, there exists z #- 0 in Zp such that zy EL. (10.1 Ib)

Evidently L is a module over the p-adic algebra D in the sense of Section 9,
and hence is a p-adic module in the sense of Section 8 (see the remarks
preceding Proposition 9.4). As in the case of (l0.3), this implies that L is a
free Zp-module of finite rank m. From (10.11 b) we see that any Zp-basis for
L is also a Qp-basis for M. Hence,

dimQpM = 111 = rankzpL. (10.12)

As usual, this implies that the D-module L determines the A-module AI to
within isomorphism.

As in the case of Proposition 10.5, lattices always exist.

PROPOSITION 10.13. If D is an order in an algebra A over Qp, and 1I,J is a
module over A, then there exists at least one D-Iattice in M.

Proof Let Y1"'" Ym be a Qp-basis for M. Then L = DY1 + ... +DYm is
evidently a finitely-generated D-submodule of M satisfying (l0.11 b). This is
the lattice we are seeking.

11. Blocks

Before we can define the blocks of a finite group G, we must find a good
splitting field.

PROPOSITION 11. I. If E is a field of characteristic zero, then there is a finite
algebraic extension F ofE which is a splitting fieldfor the group algebra FG.

Proof In view of Propositions 3.9 and 3. 12, ~lll extension F of E is a
splitting field for FG if and only if there exist integers n1, ... , llk :::::: 1 (for
some k :::::: I) such that:

FG ~ [FJnl E8 ... E8 [FJnk (as algebras),

where [Flni is the algebra of all n j x n; matrices with entries in F. Choosing the
usual basis for the matrix algebra [Flni (consisting of those matrices with all
but one entry equal to zero, and that entry equal to one), we see that this
occurs if and only if FG has a basis over F consisting of elements ei~'. for
I = 1, ... , k and i, j = 1, ... , ni, satisfying

{

(I) if [ - [' d' - .,
e(/)e~n = eji" / - an ] - ! ,

IJ I J 0, otherwise,

for all I, f' = 1, ... ,k,aIli,j = 1, ... ,I1/andaIli',j' = 1, ... ,11/'.
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By Proposition 3.13 the algebraic closure E of E is a splitting field for EG.
SO EG has a basis {e~)l} of the above form. Since both bases are finite, there
are only a finite number of coefficients in the matrix transforming the basis G
into the basis {e(}J}. Hence these coefficients generate a finite algebraic
extension F S E of E such that e(}J lies in FG S EG. Evidently the e~Y form
a basis of FG satisfying (11.2). Hence F is a splitting field for FG, and the
proposition is proved.

Now let p be any prime. Since the finite group G has only a finite number
of subgroups, the above proposition implies the existence of a field F
satisfying

F is afinite algebraic extension of the p-adic number field Qp, (l1.3a)

F is a splitting field for the group algebra FH of any subgroup H of G.
(I 1.3b)

We fix such a field F, and denote by ,0 the maximum order in F given by
Proposition 10.6.

Because of (1 1.3a), the group algebra FG is finite-dimensional as a vector
space over Qp S F. Hence it is an algebra over Qp in the sense of Section 3.
Evidently the group ring DG of G over ,0, defined by

DG = JI Ja(lEFG : YaED, for all (lEG), (11.4)
laEG j

is an order in FG.
As in (4.23), let KI , ... , Kc be the conjugacy classes of G and KI" .. , Kc be

the corresponding class sums. We can repeat the proof of Proposition 4.24
almost word for word to show that the center Z(DG) of the ring DG is given
by

Z(DG) = {.f JjKj : YjED (i = 1, ... , C)}. (11.5)
, = I

In view of that proposition, this implies that Z(DG) is an order in the center
Z(FG) of the group algebra FG. In particular, Z(DG) is a commutative p-adic
algebra. So (9.12) says that the primitive idempotents el"'" ebEZ(DG)
satisfy

l=e l + ... +eb ande jej=O, joralli,j=l, ... ,bwithi#-j. (11.6)

The group G has b blocks B I , ... , Bb (for the prime p) corresponding to the
primitive idempotents el,' .. , eb' respectively. The concept "block" is open
and not closed. That is, we do not define it once and for all (e.g., by calling
ej , which determines B j , the block BJ Rather, any time a collection C of
objects attached to the group G decomposes naturally into a disjoint union
of subsets Cl"'" Cb attached to the idempotents e l , , eb' respectively, we
put the objects of Ci in the block B j , for each i = 1, , b.

For example, we can put ej in the block B j , for each i = I, ... , b. It is
then the unique primitive idempotent of Z(DG) lying in Bj •
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As in (4.6), let AI"'" A k be the minimal two-sided ideals of FG. FrOT1:
(4.22) we see that their identities 1A I" •• , 1Ak are idempotents in Z( FG I

satisfying 1 = lA! + ... + I Ak and 1A ,lAj = °if i, j = 1, ... , k with i i= i
Since 1A ,Z(FG)I Ai = F'I A , ~ F is a field, the idempotent lA, is primitive In

Z(FG) (i = 1, ... , k). Applying Proposition 9.11 to the ring Z(FG). the
decomposition 1 = lA! + ... + 1Ak , and the idempotents el , ... , eb of the
subring Z(DG), we obtain unique subsets SI" .. , Sb of {1, ... , k} such that

e;=I.1 A, (i=l, ... ,b). (11.7)
1 E Si

Evidently the condition ejej = 0, for i =I j, says that Sj () Sj is empty. while
the condition I = e l + ... +eb says that SI U ... U Sb = {I, ... , k}. There
fore {I, ... , k} is the disjoint union of its subsets SI" .. , Sb' If lE Sj, for
some i = I, ... , b, we can now put the minimal two-sided ideal A [, its
identity IAt> and the corresponding irreducible character Xl of G in B j • In
view of (4.17), the equation (11.7) becomes

e j = I. e(x/) (i = 1, ... , b). (J 1.8)
11 E Bj

Hence the block Bj is uniquely determined by its irreducible characters.
Some blocks only contain one irreducible character.

PROPOSITION 11.9. Let pO be the largest power of the prime p dividing IGI.
If pO divides Xl(l), for some irreducible character Xl of G, then Xl is the only
irreducible character in its block.

Proof In this case (4.17) implies that e(Xl) E Z(DG). Since e(Xl) is primitive
in Z(FG), it is primitive in Z(DG). Hence e(xz) = ej, for some i = 1, ... , b.
In view of (11.8), this implies the proposition.

COROLLARY 11.10. If p does not dil'ide IGI, then there is a one to one cor
respondence between blocks and irreducible charaCters of G, in which each
block corresponds to the unique character it contains. After renumbering Ire

then have e j = e(xJ, (i = 1, ... , b).

Proof In this case pO = I divides Xli), for alii = 1, ... , k. So the proposi
tion gives the corollary.

The blocks of the type described in Proposition 11.9 are called blocks of
defect 0.

Proposition 9.13 says that the images el , ... , eb of et, . .. , eb, respectively,
are precisely the primitive idempotents in Z(DG)/J(Z(DG)). Hence we can dis
tribute them among the blocks so that ej is the primitive idempotent of
Z(DG)/J(Z(DG)) in Bj (i = I, ... , b). Notice that the idempotent ej also
determines Bj since, by Proposition 9.13, ej is the only idempotent of Z(r;G)
having ej as its image in Z(DG)/J(Z(DG).
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Since Z(DG) is a commutative p-adic algebra, (8.11) and Propositions 3.9
and 3.12 imply that Z(DG)(J(Z(DG» has a unique decomposition

Z(DG)(J(Z(DG» = El EB ... EB Eb (as Z(pZ-algebras), (11.11)

where El" .. , Eb are finite-dimensional extension fields of ZjpZ. Incidentally,
we have not made an error in counting the E/s. Evidently lE" ... , 1Eh are
precisely the primitive idempotents of Z(DG)(J(Z(DG». So the number of
direct summands Ei in (11.11) is in fact the number b of primitive idempotents
ei' and hence the number of blocks of G. We choose the notation so that

lE; = ei, for i = 1, ... , b. (11.12)

Of course we put each Ei in the corresponding block Bi•

The natural homomorphism y --+ yl of the ring .0 into Z(DG) makes the
latter ring an algebra (wi!h identity) over the former.

LEM\IA 11.13. For each 1= 1, ... , k, the restriction of the epimorphism
0i : Z(FG) --+ F of (4.29) is an epimorphism ofZ(DG) onto .0 as D-algebras.

Proof Since 81 is a homomorphism of F-algebras, its restriction is an
D-algebra epimorphism of Z(DG) onto an D-subalgebra 8/(Z(DG» of F.
Evidently O;(Z(DG» contains .08;(1) = .0·1 = D. On the other hand, the
image e/(Z(DG» of the order Z(DG) of Z(FG) must be an order in
O/(Z(FGj) = F (just verify (10.1)!). So 81(Z(DG» s .0 by Proposition 10.6.
That proves the lemma.

We know from (4.29) that XI(lA) is I, if1= j, and is O,if I =I- j (j.1 = 1, ... ,k).
This and (11.8) imply that

8;(e
i
) = {I, ~ ~/EBi' (11.14)

0, if 7.11= Bi ,

for all I = 1, ... , k and i = 1, ... , b.
We denote by B/ the D-algebra epimorphism of Z(DG) onto F = DjJ(D)

obtained by composing 81 with the natural epimorphism of .0 onto D(J(D).

PR( JPOSITION 11.15. There are precisely b epimorphisms IJ 1, ... , IJb of Z(DG)
onto F as D-algebras. For any i = 1, ... , b, the epimorphism lJi is zero on
J(Z( i2 Gl). alld the induced epimorplzism ifi on Z(DG)jJ(Z(DG» is zero on each
Eh (h ~ i) and an isomorphism of Ei onto F. An irreducible character Xl of G
lies i/1 a block Bi if and only if lJ1 = lJi'

ProfIt: Let IJ be any D-algebra epimorphism of Z(DG) onto F. Since F
is a field of characteristic p, the ideal pZ(DG) is contained in the kernel
Ker (ll) of 1/. In view of (8.12), the image IJ(J(Z(DG») is nilpotent. Because F
is a field. this image is zero. Therefore IJ induces an D-algebra epimorphism if
of Z( ~G) j(Z(DG» onto F.
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(11.17)

Since F is a field, and each field Ee (i = 1, ... , b) is an D-subalgebra of
Z(DG)jJ(Z(DG», it is clear from (11.11) that the epimorphism if must be
zero on all but one of the Ei and an isomorphism on that one. Because
F = D· 1F, the exceptional E i satisfies El = D· 1E;' Hence it has exactly one
D-isomorphism onto F. Therefore Yf = Yfl is uniquely determined by this
value of i.

Now let i be any of the integers 1, ... , b and Xl be any irreducible character
of G in the block Bc. Then Bc is an D-algebra epimorphism of Z(DG) onto F.
By the above argument, VI induces an D-algebra epimorphism Bc of
Z(DG)jJ(Z(DG» onto F. From (1 I.l4) we see that B;{eJ = Bl(ei) = 1. Hence Bc
is not zero on Ei• The above argument implies that Bc is the unique .0
epimorphism Yfe associated with this value of i. This completes the proof of
the proposition.

COROLLARY 11.16. Two irreducible characters Xj, XI of G belong to the same
block if and only cf

xP?'J == X;{KJ2 (mod J(D»,
X/I) xl(l)

for each class sum Ki (i = 1, ... , c) ofG.

Proof This follows from the proposition, (11.5), and (4.30).
As usual, we put 11e in the block Bc, for each i = 1, ... , b. Evidently Yfi

determines ee (and hence Bi) by the condition

{
IF, iji = h, .

Yf;(eh) = 0 if' h (c, h = 1, ... , b).
, I c# ,

(11.18)

As a final example of objects which can be put in blocks, we consider the
indecomposable DG-modules. If L is any DG-module (in the sense of
Section 9) then conditions (11.6) and the fact that the idempotents ee all
belong to the center of DG imply that .

L = Let EEl ... EEl Leb (as DG-modules). (11.19)

In particular, if Lis indecomposable, then exactly one of the DG-submodules
Lee is non-zero, and that one equals L. Obviously we put L in the correspond
ing block. Hence,

An indecomposable DG-module L lies in the block B i

(where i = 1, ... , b) ijand only ifL = Lee. (11.20)

One relation between indecomposable lattices and irreducible characters
in a block is very useful.

PROPOSITION 11.21. Let M be an FG-module (in the sense of Section 3) and
L be an DG-latfice in M. IfL is indecomposable and lies in a block Bc of G,
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then the character XM of M (defined by (4.4)) has the form

XM = L CIXI,
Xl e Bi

(11.22)

for some integers Cl ~ O.

Proof By (I 1.20) multiplication by ei is identity on L. It follows that ei

also acts as identity on M. In view of (11.8) this implies that

M = Ef! L Me(XI) (as FG-modules)
XIEBi

From Proposition 3.18 we see that each Me(XI) = MI A1 = MAl is a direct
sum of Cl copies of the irreducible FC-module I I corresponding to the
character XI' for some integer Cl ~ O. The proposition results directly from
this, the preceding equation, and (2.10).

We close this section with a useful example of groups for which the blocks
are highly non-trivial. .

PROPOSITION 11.23. Suppose that C is a p-group. Then we have

J(DG) = J(D)1 + L D(er-I).
(fE G. er * 1

Therefore:
DGIJ(DG) ::: DIJ(D) ::: F.

(11.24)

(11.25)

Proof By definition J(DC) is the inverse image in DC ofJ(DClpDC). Let
I be an irreducible DClpDC-module. Since I has finite dimension over Zp,
its additive group is a finite p-group. Using the operation of C on I, we form
the semi-direct product Cl, which is also a finite p-group having I as a non
trivial normal subgroup. It follows (see Satz III.7.2 in Huppert, 1967) that
In Z(Cl) is non-trivial. Hence there is an element y -# 0 in I such that
yer = y, for all er E C. Because I is irreducible, we must have I = z(DlpD)
Furthermore, I must be irreducible as an DlpD-module. Hence yJ(DlpD) = O.
It follows that the only irreducible DClpDC-module is F = DIJ(D) with
trivial action of C. Equation (Il.24) follows directly from this and (3.6),
while (11.25) follows from (I 1.24).

COROLLARY 11.26. The p-group C has just one block containing every
irreducible character of c.

Proof The proposition and Proposition 9.7 imply that 1 is the unique
non-zero idempotent in DC. Hence 1 is also the unique non-zero idempotent
in the subring Z(DC). This implies the corollary.

12. Orthogonality Relations

We continue to use the notation and hypotheses of the last section.
Let L be an DC-module, and K be an DH-submodule of L, for some
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su bgroup H of G. We say that L is induced from K (and write L = KG) if

L = EEl L Ku (as D-modules) (12.1)
er E rep (GIRl

where rep (GjH) is, as in (5.5), a family of representatives for the left cosets
Hu of H in G. For each u E rep (GjH) and 'r E G, there are unique
u' E rep (GjH) and p E H such that U'r = pu'. Since K is an DH-submodule
of L, it follows that:

(ku)'r = (kp)u' EKu', for all kEK. (12.2)

Evidently k -4 ku is an D-isomorphism of K on to Ku. So this and (12.1)
imply that the DG-module structure of L is completely determined by the
DH-module structure of K. Furthermore it is evident that we can start
with an arbitrary DH-module K and construct via (12.1) and (12.2) an
DG-module L satisfying L = KG (to get K to be a submodule of L, pick
rep (GjH) to contain I and identify K with the summand KI in (12.1)).

There is a simple connection between induced modules and the induced
characters of Section 5. To express it, it is convenient to write XL for the
character XM of an FG-module M having L as an DG-Iattice.

PROPOSITION 12.3. Let M be an FG-module, L be an DG-Iattice in M. and
K be an DH-submodule such that L = KG. Then K is an DH-Iattice in the
F-subspace N of M which it spans. Furthermore,

XL = XKG = (XK)G, (12.4)

where XK is the H-character of K.

Proof Clearly N is an FH-submodule of M. A glance at (IO.Il) shows
that K is an DH-Iattice in N. From (12.1) we easily obtain the equation

M = EEl L Nu (as F-spaces)
er E rep (GIRl

Let r be any element of G and T be the linear transformation m -4 mr of M.
The above decomposition gives us unique F-linear maps Ter." : Nu -4 Nn,
for u, nE rep (GjH), such that

T(m) = EEl L Ter",(m) , for all uErep (GjH), mENu.
"E rep (GIR)

Furthermore,
XL(r) = XM(r) = tr (T) = L tr (Ter. er)'

er E rep (GIR)
Let. u be any element of rep (GjH), and u' E rep (GjH), p E H be the unique

elements such that ur = pu'. Then T(Nu) = Nur = Npu' = Nu'. Hence
Ter." = 0 for n =1= u'. In particular Ter. er = 0 unless u = u', which occurs if
and only if r er

-, = P E H. In that case the F-isomorphism n -4 nu of N onto
Nu defines an equivalence between Ter. er and the linear transformation
n -4 m er -' of N. Therefore tr (Ter, er) equals the trace XN(r er -') of this last
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(12.6)

L) into

transformation. Using (5.1), (5.4) and (5.5), we conclude that

her) = L X (r"-') = (XN)G(r) = (XK)G(r).
"E rep (GIH), t"-! Ell

So the proposition holds.
We shall need some lemmas to aid us to compute endomorphism rings of

induced modules.

LEMMA 12.5. Let L be an DG-module and K be an DH-submodule such that
L = KG. If 4J E Hom,oG (L, L) then the restriction 4JK to K lies in Hom,oll (K, L).
Furthermore the map 4J --+ 4JK is an D-isomorphism of Hom,oG(L, L) onto
Hom,oH (K, L).

Proof Clearly 4JK E Hom,oll (K, L), for all 4J E Hom,oG (L, L). Furthermore
4JK determines 4J because. of (12.1) and the equation

4J(ka) = 4J(k)a = 4JK(k)a, for all kEK, aEfep (GjH).

Hence the map 4J --+ 4JK is an D-monomorphism of Hom,oG (L,
Hom,oll (K, L).

Suppose we are given 4JK E Hom,oH (K, L). By (12.1) there is a unique
D-linear map 4J ofL into L satisfying (12.6). Choosing a E H, we see that 4JK
is indeed the restriction of 4J to K. From (12.2) we compute easily that
4J E Hom,oG (L, L). So 4J --+ 4JK is an epimorphism, and the lemma is proved.

COROLLARY 12.7. The inverse of the above isomorphism 4J --+ 4JK sends
Hom,oll (K, K) £; Hom.QH (K, L) monomorphically into Hom,oG (L, L) as
D-algebras. This monomorphism carries the identity 1K .... K of the first algebra
into the identity 1L .... L of the second.

Proof If 4J, l/J E Hom,oG (L, L) satisfy 4JK, l/JK E Hom,oH (K, K), then clearly
(4Jl/J)K = 4JKXK' The first statement of the corollary follows from this and the
lemma. The second comes from the remark that 1K .... K is obviously the
restriction to K of 1L .... L'

We shall use the above lemma in a very special case. Let <n) be a cyclic
p-group of order pd > 1. We consider an D<n)-module L and an D<nP)

submodule K such that L = K<1t). Since <n) is commutative, the map
II : 1--+ In is a central element of Hom,o<1t) (L, L). We identify Hom,o<1tp) (K,
K) with its image in Hom,o<1t) (L, L) via the algebra monomorphism of
Corollary 12.7. Then we have

LEMMA 12.8. The power IIP is the central unit l/J : k --+ knP of Hom,o<1tp) (K,
K). Furthermore,

HOIll,o<1t) (L, L) =

Homo(1tp) (K, K) EB Hom,o<1t p) (K, K)II EB ... EB Hom,o(1t p) (K, K)IIp-l
(as D-modules) (12.9)
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Proof The first statement is clear from the definition ofn and Lemma 12.5.
For the second, notice that n i

: k --+ kn i is an .o<nP)-isomorphism of K onto
Kni (i = 0, 1, ... , p-l). Hence Hom iJ (1tp )(K, K)II i is isomorphic to
Hom iJ (1t p )(K, Kn i

) (i = 0,1, ... , p-l). Since L = KEf) KEf) ... Ef) KnP- 1

(as .o<nP)-modules), this and Lemma 12.5 prove (12.9). So the lemma holds.
From this knowledge of the structure of HomiJ(1t) (L, L) we easily prove

PROPOSITION 12.10 (Green). If, in the situation ofLemma 12.8, the .o<nP)
submodule K is indecomposable, then so is the .o<n)-module L.

Proof Let A = HomiJ (1t) (L, L) and B be its subalgebra HomiJ (1tp ) (K, A').
By Lemma 12.8, A is obtained from B by adjoining the central element
IT : A = B[II]. If I is an irreducible A/pA-module, we conclude that Il(Bi
is an A/pA-submodule of I. By (8.12), the ideal l(B) is nilpotent modulo
pB ~ pA. So U(B) = I would imply that 1= U(B) = U(B)2 = ... = 0.
which is impossible. Therefore U(B) = 0, and I is really an irreducible
module over the ring A = A/l(B)A. It follows that leA) is the inverse
image in A of leA).

The ring A is generated over its subring B = B/(B !l l(B)A) by the image
TI of n. From the definition of IT it is clear that ITp

d = I in A. Hence
TIpd = I in A. But A is a ring of characteristic p. Therefore °= TIpd

- I
= (TI _ lyd. It follows that the central element TI -1 generates a nilpotent
two-sided ideal of A. As usual, this ideal is contained in leA). Hence leA) is
the inverse image in A of the radical of A/(IT -1)A ::= B/(B!l (IT -1)A).

The indecomposability of K and Corollary 9.8 tell us that B/l(B) is a
division algebra over Z/pZ. Since B!l J(B)A ;2 l(B), we conclude that
B = B/(B!l l(B)A) ¥ °is also a division algebra over Z/pZ. Hence so is its
epimorphic image B/(B!l (IT-I)A) ::= A/(IT-I)A. We conclude that
A/l(A) ::= A/(IT-l)A is a division algebra over Z/pZ. By Corollary 9.8
again, this implies that L is indecomposable. So -the proposition is proved.

We combine Propositions 12.3 and 12.10 to obtain an extremely useful
criterion for the vanishing of certain characters.

PROPOSITION 12.11. Let <(J) be a cyclic group whose order is divisible by 1'.
and <n) be the p-Sylow subgroup of<(J). Suppose that M is an F<(J)-modulc.
L is an .o<(J)-lattice in M, and K is an .o<nP)-submodule of L such that
L = K(1t) as an .o<n)-module. If L' is any .o<(J)-direct summand of L, thell
L' is an .o<(J)-lattice and

XL'(r) =0, for all rE <(J)\<(JP). (12./2)

Proof Of course, we assume implicitly that the conditions of Section 11, in
particular (11.3), are satisfied by the group <(J) and field F. Obviously L' is
an .o<(J)-lattice in the F-subspace of M which it generates. So the problem is

F.S.G. 11
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to prove (12.12). In doing so, we can assume that L' is an indecomposable
.o(o")-module, since a decomposition J!, = J!,l EB J!,z (as .o(a)-modules)
implies that XL' = XL'I +XL'2'

We can find a subgroup <p) of the cyclic group such that p does not divide
the order of <p) and <a) = <p) x <n). Let Al" .. , I'k be the irreducible, and
hence linear, characters of <p). By Corollary 1I.lO the corresponding
idempotents e(Al)"'" e(Ak) of F<p) all lie in fO<p) S; fO(a). Since fO(a) is
abelian, this implies that

J!, = J!,e(Al) EB ... EB J!,e(Ak) (as .o(a)-modules).

Because L' is an indecomposable fO( a)-module, we conclude that L' = L'e(A;),
for some i = 1, ... , k. It follows that l'pi = Ai(pi)l', for all l' EL' and
pi E (p). Since all the values of the linear character }.i lie in .0 (by (11.3»,
this implies that any fO-submodule of L' is an .o(p)-submodule of L'.
Hence any .o(n)-submodule of L' is an .o«p) x <n» = .o<a)-submodule.
In particular, L' is indecomposable as an .o(n)-module.

Choose indecomposable .o(nP)-submodules K 1, ••. , Kt of K so that
K = K 1 Et> ..• EB Kt. From (12.1) it is clear that

L = K<n> = Kln>EB ... EB Kin> (as .o<n)-modules).

Proposition 12.10 tells us that each Kjn> is an indecomposable .o(n)
submodule of L. Since L' is an indecomposable .o(n)-direct summand of L,
the Krull-Schmidt Theorem 9.10 implies that L' ~ K'J (as .o(n)-modules),
for somej = I, ... , t. Hence there is an .o(nP)-submodule K' ofL' such that
L' = (K't rr> (as .o(n)-modules). The .o-submodule K' is invariant under
(p), and hence is an .o(p) x (nP» = .o(aP)-submodule of L'. From this
and (12.1) we see easily that L' = (K')<a> (as .o<a)-modules). Now Proposi
tion 12.3 tells us that XL' is induced from the character XK' on (aP

). Using
(5.1), (5.4) and (5.5) we compute directly that

( ) _ ( )<a>() _,{O, ifr:E(a>\(a
P
),

XL'r: - XK' r-
PXK.(r), if r: E <aP).

In particular, (12.12) holds. This proves the proposition.
As an application of the above proposition, we prove an orthogonality

relation for the characters in a single block which should be compared with
the identity (4.33) for all the characters.

For any element a of a finite group G, we define the p-part ap and the p'
part ap' of a to be the unique elements of <a) whose orders are, respectively,
a power of p and relatively prime to p, and which satisfy a = a pap' = a p,aP'

THEOREM 12.13. Let B j be any block of the finite group G, and 0", r be any
two elements ofG whose p-parts ap, r p are not G-conjugate. Then

L x/a)X/1:- 1
) = O. (12.14)

lJE B,
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Proof The cyclic subgroup (-r x u) of G x G acts naturally on the set G
so that

p(-r x u) = -r- 1pu (for all pEG). (12.15)

Evidently this operation makes DG an D(-r x u)-Iattice in the F( -r x u)
module FG.

Suppose that n = (-r x u)p = -rp x up fixes an element pEG. Then
-r;l pUp = p, which implies that up = p- 1-rpp. This is impossible since up
and -rp are not G-conjugate. Therefore each (n)-orbit R of G has length
pd > 1. It follows that R is the disjoint union of (nP)-orbits of the form
R = S u Sn u ... u SnP-I. Hence the submodules DR, DS generated by
R, S, respectively, in DG, satisfy

DR = DS E9 DSn E9 ... E9 DSnP- 1 (as D-modules).

Comparing with (12.1), we see that the D(n)-module DR is induced from its
D(nP)-submodule DS. Since DG is the direct sum of the DR (as D(n)
modules), where R runs over all the (n)-orbits of G, we conclude that DG
is induced, as an D(n)-module, from an D(nP)-submodule.

Because the primitive idempotents e1 , • •• , eb all lie in the center of Z(DG),
we have

DG = e1DG E9 ... E9 ebDG (as two-sided DG-modules).

From (12.15) it is clear that this is also a decomposition as D(-r x u)-modules.
Now all the conditions of Proposition 12.11 are satisfied with (-r x u) as the
cyclic group, (n) as its p-Sylow subgroup, DG as the D(-r x u)-lattice L, and
eiDG as its D(-r x u)-direct summand L'. Since -r x u ~ (-rPx uP), equation
(12.12) implies that

Xe,OG(-r X u) = O.

Evidently e/DG is an D(-r x u)-Iattice in eiFG. Using (11.8), (4.6) and (4.7)
we see that

eiFG = E9 e(x)FG = E9 A j (as two-sided FG-modules).
Xj E Ri Xi E Hi

It follows that

0= Xeiodr X u) = Xe,FG(-r X U) = L XA/r x U).
XJE Hi

Fixj = 1, ... , k so that XjEBi. From (4.8) and (12.15) we see that the
representation of (-r x u) on A j ~ HomF (Ij , I) is obtained by restriction
from the representation Horn (R; 1, R) of G x G on HomF (Ij , I) defined by
(2.15). So (2.16) tells us that XA/-r x u) = Xj(-r- 1)X/u). Substituting this in
the preceding equation, we obtain (12.14). Hence the theorem is proved.

Let Tbe any family ofp-elements of G closed under inverses, i.e., T -1 = T.
The p-section SiT) is defined by

SiT) = {UEG : (upYET, for some rEG}. (12.16)
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Clearly Sp(T) is a union of conjugacy classes of G which is also closed under
inverses.

As in (5.13), we denote by CF(GISiT)) the F-vector space of all class
functions from G to F which vanish outside Sp(T). For each block B; of G,
let CF(GISp(T), BJ be the subspace of all F-linear combinations cP of the
irreducible characters Xj E B; such that cP = 0 on G\SiT).

PROPOSITIO~12.17. The inner product ( " ')G of(4.19) is non-singular on the
subspace CF(GISp(T)) of CF(G). With respect to this inner product,
CF(GISp(T)) is the perpendicular direct sum of its subspaces CF(GISp(T), Bj ),

i.e.
b

CF(GISiT )) = I CF(GISiT ), BJ
i = 1

(12.18)

Proof Let K I , • •• , K, be the conjugacy classes of G contained in Sp(T).
Since SiT) is closed under inverses, there is an involutory permutation n of
I, ... , I such that K;-I = Kn(i)' for each i = I, ... , I. The characteristic
functions cPI"'" cP, of the classes KI, ... , K" respectively, form a basis for
CF(GIS/T)). In view of (4.19) we have

f·IK;1 if' .. _. I 1= J,
(cPi, cPn(j»)G = jlGI

lO iji",),

for all i, j = I, ... , I. It follows that (', ')G is non-singular on CF(GISp(T)).
For any pE SiT) and any block B; of G, we define a class function

t/Jp, Bi by

From (12.16), we see that Pp is not conjugate to Lp' for any, E G\SiT).
Therefore t/J P. Bi vanishes at all such , by Theorem 12.13. Hence
t/Jp, Bi E CF( GISp(T), BJ By (4.33) the sum

b k

I t/Jp,B, = I X/p-I)Xj
; ~ I j~ I

is ICG(pl[ times the characteristic function cPh of the class Kh containing p.
Since every cPh can be obtained in this fashion, this proves that

b

CF(GISp(T)) = I CF(GISiT ), BJ
; ~ I

Suppose that eE CF(GISiT), B;) and e' E CF(GISiT), Br), for two
distinct blocks B;, Bi , of G. Then e is a linear combination of the Xj E B, and
e' is a linear combination of the Xr E B i" Hence (e, e')G is a linear combina
tion of thc (/j, Xr)G, for Xj E B i , Xr E Bi" But all these (Xj, Xr)G are zero by
(4,20) sinL'C B j '" Bj" Therefore CF(GISiT), Bi) is perpendicular to
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CF(GISp(T), B i ,), for all i, i' = 1, ... , b with i i= i'. Since (', ')G is non-
b

singular on CF(GISiT» = L CF(GjSp(T), Bi), this is enough to prove the
i = I

proposition.
We use the above result to prove another orthogonality relation similar to

(4.18). For any class function </J on G, we denote by </Jlsp(T) the class function
which equals </J on SiT) and is zero on G\Sp(T).

THEOREM 12.19. If the irreducible character Xi belongs to the block B i of G,
then Xi!Sp(T) E CF(GjSp(T), BJ IfXr is another irreducible character belonging
to a d(fferent block Bi , of G, then

0= (XiIsp(TJ' Zrisp(T)G = I~I L zia-I)Xr(a). (12.201
UESp(T)

Proof Clearly .l.ilsp( T) E CF(GISiT». If Br is any block of G different
from Bi, and {} E CF(GjSp(T), Bi,), then (Xj, (})G = 0 by (4.20), since {} is a
linear combination of the irreducible characters Xi' E B i " all of which are
different from Xi' Since 0 = 0 on G\SiT), this and (4.19) give

1" -1
0= (Xj, O)G = 10 -1 L... xia )0(0')

11 E Sp(G)

= (Xjlsp(T)' (J)G'

Therefore Xj!sp(T) is perpendicular to CF(GJSp(T), B j ,), for every i' i= i. In
view of (12.18), this implies that Xi!Sp(T) E CF(GjSiT), BJ The rest of the
theorem follows directly from this and (12.18).

13. Some Brauer Main Tbeorems

As in the last section, we continue to use the hypotheses and notations of
Section 11.

Let P be a p-subgroup of G. We define an D-linear map S = Si .... P of
Z(DG) into DG by

S(KJ = L a,jor each class sum Ri (i = 1, ... , c) of G, (13.1)
I1EKj nCa(P)

where an empty sum is understood to be zero.

PROPOSITION 13.2. IfH is a subgroup ofG satisfying CG(P) ::; H ::; N G ( Pl.
then S(Z(DG» t:::::: Z(DH). Furthermore,

S(KJS(K) == S(RJ?) (mod pZ(DH» (i,j = 1, ... , c). (13.31

Proof Since CG(P) is a normal subgroup of Hand Ki is invariant under
H-conjugation, the intersection Ki n CdP) is H-invariant, (i = I, ... , c).
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Hence its sum S(KJ lies in Z(DH). This proves the first statement of the
proposition.

For the second, let p be any element of H. We must prove that the co
efficient x of p in the product S(Ki)S(K j) is congruent to the coefficient y of p
in S(KiK j ) modulo p when both products are written as linear combinations
of elements of H. Since S(KJ and S(K j ) both lie in DCc(P), so does
S(Ki)S(K). Therefore x = 0 for p 1= Cc(P). In that case y is also zero by
(13.1). Hence the result is true for p 1= Cc(P).

Now suppose that p E Cc(P). From Proposition 4.28 and (13.1) it is clear
that y is the number of elements in the set T of all ordered pairs (0", T) such
that 0" E K i , T E K j and O"T = p. Because P centralizes p, it operates naturally
on T by conjugation

(0", T)E T, nEP~(O", T)" = (0"", T")E T.

Let T! be the subset or-all elements of T fixed by P. Evidently (0", T) E T l

if and only if 0" E K i !I Cc(P), T E K j !I Cc(P) and O"T = p. In view of (13.1),
the coefficient x of p in S(KJS(K) is precisely the order of T l • But every
P-orbit of T\T! has length divisible by p, since P is a p-group. Therefore
x = IT!I == ITI = y (mod p), and the proposition is proved.

COROLLARY 13.4. The map S induces an identity-preserving D-algebra
homomorphism of Z(DG)jpZ(DG) into Z(DH)jpZ(DH).

Proof This follows directly from the proposition and the observation that
S(1c) = lB'

Let fj be a block of H. By Proposition 11.15 there is a unique D-algebra
epimorphism I'/B : Z(DH) ~ F lying in B. Clearly I'/B is zero on pZ(DH). So
Corollary 13.4 implies that the composition I'/B O S is an D-algebra epimorphism
of Z(DG) onto F = D ·I F• We denote by fjc the unique block of G having
I'/B ° S as its D-algebra epimorphism Z(DG) ~ F, i.e., satisfying

I'/BG = I'/B °S. (13.5)

There is another way of considering the relation between fj and fjc. For
any block fj of H, let CB be the corresponding primitive idempotent ofZ(DH).
Define eB E Z(DG) similarly, for any block B of G. Then we have

PROPOSITION 13.6. IfHis any subgroup ofG satisfying Cc(P) ~ H ~ Nc(P)
and if B is any block of G, then

S(eB) == 'LeB (mod pZ(DH)), (13.7)

summed over all blocks fj of H such that fjc = B.

Proof Since (8.11) holds for Z(DH), Proposition 9.13 implies that the
primitive idempotents of Z(DH)jpZ(DH) are precisely the images of the
primitive idempotents eB of Z(DH). By Corollary 13.4 the image of S(eB) is
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an idempotent in Z(DH)jpZ(DH). So Proposition 9.11 gives us a unique
set T of blocks of H such that

S(eB) == L en (mod pZ(DH».
nET

Suppose that fj E T. From (11.8) for H we see that 'In 0 S(eB) = IF' Hence
'ln 0 S = 'IB' by (11.18) for G, and B = fjG. If fj is a block of H not in T, then
'In 0 S(eB) = 0 by (11.18) for H. Therefore Iln 0 S # llB' by (11.18) for G. So T

is precisely the set of all blocks fj of H such that B = fjG, and the proposition
is proved.

For Brauer's second main theorem we need a simple criterion (due to
D. Higman) telling us when we can apply Proposition 12.1 1.

LEMMA 13.8. Let (IT) be a non-trivial cyclic p-group, and L be an D(n)
module. Suppose there is an D(nP)-endomorphism cjJ : 1-+ IcjJ of L satisfying

l
L

>L = cjJ+n-lcjJIT+ ... +n-(P-l)cjJn(P-I). (13.9)

Then there is all D(nP)-submodule K such that L = K<rr>.

Proof Form an D(n)-module L* having L as an D(nP)- (but not D(rr)-)
submodule so that L* = L <rr>. We write the module product in L* with * to
distinguish it from that in L. Then (12.1) gives

L* = L EB L* n EB: : : EB L* nP-1 (as D-modules).

Let IjJ : L -+ L* be the map:

1-+11jJ = IcjJ EB In-lcjJ *n EB ... EB Irr-(p-l)cjJ *nP- I •

Using (12.2), we easily compute that IjJ is an D(n)-homomorphism of L
into L *. Similarly the map ~ : L* -+ L defined by

10 EB I1 *n EB ... EB IP_ I *nP- I -+ 10 + I1n + ... + IP_ I rrP - I,

jor all 10 , 11"", lp-I EL,

is an D(n)-homomorphism ofL * into L. Condition (13.9) says that 1jJ~ is the
identity on L. Hence IjJ is an D(rr)-monomorphism and L* = IjJ(L) EB Ker ~

(as D(n)-modules).
Because the D(n)-module L* is induced from its D(nP)-submodule L,

Proposition 12.10 and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem 9.10 imply that every
D(n)-direct summand of L is induced from one of its D(nP)-submodules.
We have just seen that L is D(n)-isomorphic to such an D(n)-direct
summand IjJ(L). Therefore the lemma holds.

To state the following theorem, we choose P to be a non-trivial cyclic
p-subgroup (n) of G. If Xj is any irreducible character of G, then its restric
tion (X)CG(rr) is a character of CG(rr) = CG(P), and hence a linear combination
of the irreducible characters of that group. Since these are partitioned
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among the blocks fj of CG(n), we have a unique decomposition

(X)CG(n) = LXj,B' (13.10)
B

where each Xi. B is a linear combination of the irreducible characters in the
block fj of CG(n).

With this notation we have

THEOREM 13.11 (Brauer's second main theorem). Let the irreducible
character I.j lie in the block B of G. IfP is a pi-element of CG(n), then:

x/np) = L Xj,flnp). (13.12)
BG = B

Proof (Nagao). As in Proposition 13.6, let eB be the primitive central
idempotent of Z(DG) lying in B. Let e be the idempotent L eB of

fiG = B

Z(DCG(rr». Choose any DG-lattice L in the irreducible FG-module I j

corresponding to Xj' Then L = L(I-e) EB Le (as DCG(n)-modules).
Evidently L Xj,B is the character XLe of Le. So (13.10) implies that (13.12)

BG = B

is equivalent to
XL(I-e)(np) = O. (13.13)

Let K j be any class of G. Then K;\(Ki n CG(n) is a union of <n)-orbits,
each of which has length p", for some n > O. It follows that there is a
<nP)-invariant subset Hi of Ki\(Kj n CG(n)), such that the latter set is the
disjoint union of the conjugates H j, Hf, ... , Hr-I of Hi' Writing Hj for the
sum of the elements of H j , we obtain

Kj-S(Ki) = H j +n- 1j1;n+ ... +n-(P-1)Hin P- I (i = 1, ... , c).
c c

Write eB = L ajK j , with coefficients a j E D. Then S(eB) = L aiS(Ki). By
; = I ; = I

(13.7) the difference S(eB)-e has the form

S(eB)-e = px = x+n-Ixn+ ... +n-(p-l)xrrP- I ,

for some x E Z(DCG(n». We conclude that

eB = (eB-S(eB))+(S(eB)-e)+e
c

= L ai(Ki-S(Ki») +px+e
j = 1

= y+n- Iyn+ ... +n-(P-l)ynP- 1 +e,

where

y = (.f alii) +x
1= 1

is an element of DG commuting with nP• Since e is an idempotent commuting
with 7:, this implies that

eB(l- e) = y(l-e)+ n- I y(l- e)n+ ... +n-(p-l)y(l- e)nP- 1.
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Because Xj lies in the block B, the idempotent eB acts as identity on Ij. It
follows that eB(1- e) acts as identity on L(1- e). Since L is an .oG-module
and y(1-e) E.oG commutes with nP, the map c/J : 1--+ c/J = ly(l-e) is an
.o(nP)-endomorphism of L(1- e). The above equation now tells us that (n).
L(1-e), and c/J satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 13.8. Hence there is an
.o(nP)-submodule K such that L{I - e) = K<">.

Since pis ap'-element centralizing n, the group (n) is ap-Sylow subgroup
of the cyclic group (np). Now we can apply Proposition 12.11 to (np).
(n), Ij{I - e), L(I- e) and K, with L(I- e) in the role of both Land L'. From
(12.12) we conclude that (13.13) holds. So the theorem is proved.

To make the most effective use of Brauer's second main theorem we need
Brauer's "third main theorem" which tells us that prinicipal blocks correspond
only to principal blocks in the relation 13G = B. The principal block of a
group G is the block containing the trivial character 1 of G. We shall denote
this block by Bo(G). In view of Proposition 11.15 and equation (4.30), the
corresponding .o-epimorphism IJBo(G) of Z(.oG) onto F is given by

/lBo(GiKJ=IKd-1F' forallclassesKjofG. (13.P)

As you might expect, we have

PROPOSITION 13.15. If P is a p-subgroup of G and CG(P) ::::; H::::; NcCP)
then Bo(H)G = Bo(G).

Proof Let Kj be any class of G. Letting P operate by conjugation on Ai'
we see that the non-trivial P-orbits form the subset Kj\(Kj n CG(P», whose
order is divisible by p. From (13.1), (13.5) and (13.14) we obtain

IJBo(H)G(KJ = IJBo(H)(S(Kj» = IKj n CG(P)I'I F

= IKd- 1p = IJBo(G)(K;) (~= 1. .. , c),

since F has characteristic p. This proves the proposition.
The difficult thing is to show that the converse to Proposition 13.15 holds

whenever H contains PCG(P). In that case any block 13 of H satisf~ ing
13G = Bo(G) must be equal to Bo(H). The proof of this, which is Brauer's
third main theorem, is rather roundabout.

We start with the study of defect groups. A defect group D(Ai ) = D()AJ
of a conjugacy class K j of G is any p-Sylow subgroup of the centralizer
CG(CT) of any element CT E K j • Evidently D(Kj ) is a p-subgroup of G determined
up to G-conjugation by the class K j •

In order to talk about conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, we adopt the
notation D 1 $ D 2 (or D 1 $G D 2 ) to mean that DJ and D 2 are subgroups of
G and that D 1 is G-conjugate to a subgroup of D2 • Evidently $ is a partial
ordering on the subgroups of G. Two subgroups DJ, D 2 are equivalent for
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this partial ordering if and only if they are conjugate in G, in which case we
write D 1 '" D 2 (or D 1 "'G D 2 ).

LEMMA 13.16. Let aijh be the integers satisfying
c

KJ?'j = I ajjhKh, for all i,j = 1, ... , c.
h = 1

Ifajjh =1= 0 (mod p),for some i,j, h, then D(K,,) ::5 D(K) and D(Kh) ::5 D(K).

Proof Pick pE Kh. We know from Proposition 4.28 that ajjh is the number
of elements in the set T = {(O", r) : 0" E Kj , rE Kj , O"r = p}. Choose the
defect group D(Kh) to be a p-Sylow subgroup of CG(p). Then D(Kh) operates
by conjugation on the set T of ordered pairs (0", r). If aijl, = ITI =1= 0 (mod p),
then there must be a (0", r) E T fixed by the p-group D(Kh). Then D(Kh) is a
p-subgroup of both CG(a) and CG(r), and hence is contained in p-Sylow
subgroups of these two groups, which we may take to be D(K) and D(Kj ),

respectively. So the lemma holds.
With the aid of the above lemma we can define defect groups of blocks.

PROPOSITION 13.17. Let B be a block of G, and IJ be the corresponding
!V-algebra epimorphism ofZ(DG) onto F. Then there is a unique G-conjugacy
class ofp-subgroups D(B) of G satisfying

There exists a conjugacy class K j such that D(B) '" D(K) and
lJiK j ) i= O. (l3.18a)

If K j is any conjugacy class of G such that lJiK) i= 0,
then D(B)::5 D(K). (l3.18b)

Proof Choose D(B) among the minimal el~ments for the partial ordering
::5 on the set of all defect groups of all classes Kj such IloCK) i= O. Then
there exists a class K j such that D(B) '" D(K;) and IJB(K;) i= O. If K j is any
class of G such that IJB(K) i= 0, then 11B(KjK) = 11B(K)IJBCK) i= 0 in the
field F. In the notation of Lemma 13.16 we have

c

o i= IJB(KjK) = I ajjl,lJiK,J
h = 1

So there must exist an h = I, ... , c such that IJ B(Kh) i= 0 and ajjl, =1= 0
(mod p). From Lemma 13.16 we obtain D(Kh) ::5 D(K) ~ D(B). The
minimality of D(B) forces D(Kh) '" D(B). But then Lemma 13.16 again tells
us that D(B) '" D(Kh) ::5 D(K). Therefore D(B) satisfies (13.18). Evidently
the properties (13.18) determine D(B) to within conjugation. So the proposi
tion is proved.

The groups D(B) are called the defect groups of the block B. When 'lB
is known, they are, of course, very easy to calculate. For example, (13.14)
implies that IJBo(Gl(K j ) i= 0 if and only if p does not divide IK;f, i.e., if and
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only if D(K;) is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Hence,

D(Bo(G)) is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. (13.191

To obtain a different characterization of the defect groups of a block we
shall use

LEMMA 13.20. Let A be an D-sub algebra (with or without identity) ofZ(S2G I,

and }, be an D-algebra epimorphism of A onto F. Then there is an D-algebru
epimorphism 17 ofZ(DG) onto F whose restriction to A is A.

Proof By Proposition lU5 and (1UI) the D-algebra epimorphisms
171"'" 17b of Z(DG) onto F satisfy Ker YJl (J ••• (J Ker17b = J(Z(DG)). By
(8.12) there is an integer t > 0 such thatJ(Z(DG)Y ~ pZ(DG). Since A is a
Zp-submodule of the finitely-generated Zp-module Z(DG), there is an integer
s > 0 such that pSZ(DG) (J A ~ pA ~ Ker ).. It follows that A (J Ker '11'

.. " A (J Ker 17b are ideals of A satisfying

[(A (J Ker 17 1)' .. (A (J Ker 17b)]st ~ A (J [(Ker 17 1)' .. (Ker 17b)]'t

~ A (J [(Ker 17 1 (J .. ,(J Ker 17b)J"

= A (J J(Z(DG))'t

~ A (J p"'Z(DG) ~ pA ~ Ker },.

Since ), is an epimorphism of A onto a field F, we conclude that
A (J Ker YJi ~ Ker A, for some i = I, ... , b. But then ). is the restriction to A
of an D-algebra epimorphism 17 of A +Ker 17i onto F such that Ker 17; ~ Ker'l.
Since

Ker 17i ~ Ker '] cA +Ker ']i ~ Z(DG),

and Z(DG)jKer 17i ~ F (as D-algebras), we must have Ker '] = Ker 'I,.
A +Ker 17i = Z(DG), and 17 = 17j' Therefore the lemma holds.

The other characterization of the defect groups of a block B is as the
largest groups P, in the partial ordering ;5, from which B can be obtained
via (13.5).

PROPOSITION 13.21. Let P be a p-subgroup ofG, H be any subgroup SL7ris(lil1g
CG(P) :::::; H:::::; NG(P), and B be a block ofG. Then there exists a block Bor JI
such that fjG = B if and only ifP ;5 D(B).

Proof Suppose such a block fj exists. Then the D-algebra epimorphisl1l
17il of Z(DH) onto F lying in fj defines the corresponding epimorphism
17B : Z(DG) ---+ F by (13.5). From (13.1) it is clear that S(K) = O. for all
classes K j of G such that P ;t D(Kj ). Hence 17iK) = 17fJ(S(KJl = O. for all
such K j • In view of (l3.18a), this implies that P ;5 D(B),

Now suppose that P ;5 D(B). From (13.18b) we see that I1B(KJ = 0, for
all classes Ki ofG such thatP ;t D(K;). But the kernel of S : Z(CG) ---+ Z(DH)
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is precisely the .o-linear span of the sums Ri of these classes (by 13.1).
Hence there is a unique .o-linear map )'1 of the image S(Z(.oG» into F such
that 17B = Al 0 S. It is clear from (13.1) that S(pZ(.oG» = pS(Z(.oG»
= pZ(.oH) n S(Z(.oG». Since rJB is zero on pZ(.oG), the map )'1 is zero on
pS(Z(.oG». So it has a unique extension to an .o-linear map A of
A = pZ(.oH) +S(Z(.oG» onto F such that ),(pZ(.oH» = O. In view of
Corollary 13.4, A is an .o-subalgebra of Z(.oH) and A is an .o-algebra
epimorphism. Lemma 13.20 now gives us an .o-algebra epimorphism
rJ : Z(.oH) ~ F whose restriction to A is A. Then rJoS = AoS = A[ as = rJB'
and jjG = B, where jj is the block of H corresponding to rJ in Proposition
11.15. This proves the proposition.

We need some information about the blocks of a group H having a
normal p-subgroup P. Let cjJ be the .o-algebra epimorphism of .oH onto
.o(HIP) induced by the natural group epimorphism H ~ HIP. Then the
restriction of cjJ is an .o-algebra homomorphism of Z(.oH) into Z(.o(HIP».

LEMMA 13.22. If jj is a block oJH, thell tf/ere exists a block B oJHIP such
thatrJB = rJB°cjJ.

Proof Let Aug (.oP) be the augmentation ideal of .oP, having the elements
0'- 1, for 0' E P - {I}, as .o-basis. Proposition 11.23 implies that
Aug (.oP) ~ J(.oP). So (8.12) gives us an integer d> 0 such that
[Aug (.oP)]d ~ p.oP. Evidently the kernel of cjJ is Ker cjJ = Aug (.oP) ·.oH
= .oH·Aug (.oP). Hence,

(Ker cjJ)d = [Aug (.oP)Jd ·.oH ~ p.oH.

It follows that Ker cjJ n Z(.oH), the kernel of the restriction of cjJ to Z(.oH),
is an ideal of Z(.oH) which is nilpotent modulo pZ(.oH). This implies that
Ker cjJ n Z(.oH) ~ Ker rJB' So there is a unique .o-algebra epimorphism ),
of A = cjJ(Z(.oH» onto F such that rJB = ),0 cjJ. Applying Lemma 13.20, we
obtain an .o-algebra epimorphism rJ of Z(.o(HIP» onto F whose restriction
to A is A. By Proposition IUS, rJ = rJB' for a block B of HIP. We have
proved the lemma.

COROLLARY 13.23. IfK is a conjugacy class oJH lying ill H\CH(P) then rJB
vanishes on the corresponding class sum K. Hence P =:;; D(B).

Proof Let 0' be an element of K, and CH(cjJ(lT» be the inverse image in H
of CH1P(cjJ(lT». Then the image in HIP of the class K of 0' is the class L of cjJ(lT).
But the corresponding class sums Rand L are related by

cjJ(R) = [CH(cjJ(lT» : CH(lT)]L,

since [CH(cjJ(lT» : CH(lT)] members of K map onto each member of L.
Evidently CH(cjJ(lT» contains PCH(lT). Therefore [CH(cjJ(lT»: CH(lT)] is
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divisible by [PCH(o) : CH(a)] = [P : Cp(o)] = pS, for some s::::: I, since P
does not centralize (J. It follows that cjJ(K) E pZ(D(HIP)), and hence that
1Jjj(K) = 1JB 0 cjJ(K) = 0 in F, which is the first conclusion of the corollary.
The second conclusion comes from the first and the definition (13.18) of D(B).

Since P is a normal subgroup of H, so is CH(P), Hence H acts by conjuga
tion as D-algebra automorphisms of Z(DCH(P)). It follows that H permutes
the D-algebra epimorphisms 1J: Z(DCH(P)) -+ F among themselves by
conjugation:

1J"(y) = lJ(y,,-l), for all (JEH, YEZ(DCH(P)). (13.24)

Applying Proposition 11.15, we obtain a natural action of H on the cor
responding blocks of CH(P),

PROPOSITION 13.25. There is a one-to-one correspondence between blocks
B ofHand H-conjugacy classes ofblocks 13 ofCH(P). The block 13 corresponds
to the class of 13 if and only if the corresponding D-algebra epimorphisms
1JB : Z(DH) -+ F and 17B : Z(DCH(P)) -+ F have the same restriction to
Z(DH) 11 Z(DCH(P)).

Proof For each block B of H, let T(B) be the family of all blocks 13 of
CH(P) such that 1Jjj and 1JB have the same restriction to A = Z(DH)
IlZ(DCH(P)). Since 1 E A, the restriction A of 1Jfj is an D-algebra epimor
phism of A onto F. SO Lemma 13.20 and Proposition 11.15 imply that T(B)
is not empty. Because each element of A is fixed under conjugation by
elements of H, it follows from (13.24) that T(B) is an H-invariant set of
blocks of CH(P),

Let 131" .. , Bs be an H-orbit in T(B), and et> . .. , es be the corresponding
primitive idempotents of Z(DCH(P)). Evidently e1 , • •• , es is an H-conjugacy
class of primitive idempotents of Z(DCH(P)). So e1 + ... +es is invariant
under H, and hence lies in A. From (11.18) we ·see that A(e1 + ... +es)

= 1JBJe1 + ... +es) = 1. If 13 is any other block of CH(P), then (11.18) gives
1JB(e1 + ... +es) = 0 of. A(e1 + ... +es)' Therefore 13 does not lie in T(B).
Hence T(B) = {B 1 ••• , Bs } is an H-conjugacy class of blocks of CH(P),

If 13 is any block of CH(P), then the restriction Aof IJB to A is an D-algebra
epimorphism of A onto F, and hence is the restriction to A of 1J[j, for some
block B of H, by Lemma 13.20 and Proposition 11.15. Therefore 13 E T(B),
for some block B of H.

Corollary 13.23 implies that 1Jjj is determined by its restriction to
Z(DH) 11 DCH(P) = A, for any block B of H. Hence 13 is determined by
T(B). We have shown that B ~ T(B) is a one to one correspondence between
blocks of Hand H-conjugacy classes of blocks of CH(P), That is the
proposition.

We need one more lemma.
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LEMMA 13.26. Let P be a p-subgroup of the group G. Then the map
Ki~~ Ki 11 CG(P) sends the family of all conjugacy classes Ki of G such that
P '" DG(Ki) one to one onto the family of all conjugacy classes L j of NG(P)
such that P = DNG(p)(L).

Proof If P is a defect group of a conjugacy class Ki of G, then K i contains
some element (j having P as a Sylow subgroup of its centralizer CG((j).
Hence (j E Ki 11 CG(P). Therefore Ki 11 CG(P) is not empty.

If "t" is another element of Ki 11 CG(P), then "t" = (JP, for some pEG.
Evidently both P and pP are p-Sylow subgroups of CG("t"). Hence there
exists n E CG("t") such that PP7t = P. Now pn is an element of NG(P) satisfying
(jp7t = "t"" = "t". We conclude that K i 11 CG(P) is a conjugacy class of NG(P).
Because P is a p-Sylow subgroup of CNG(P)((j), the defect group DNdP/Ki

11 CG(P» is precisely P. .
Now let L j be any conjugacy class of NG(P) such that P = DNG(p/L), and

let Ki be the conjugacy class of G containing L j' Evidently L j S; Ki 11 CG(P).
Pick an element (j E L j • Let D be a p-Sylow subgroup of CG((j) containing P.
If P < D, then P < Nv(P) :c::; CNG(p/(j), which is impossible since P is a
p-Sylow subgroup of CNG(P)((j). Hence P = D ~ D(K;). Because Ki 11 CG(P)
is a class of NG(P), we have L j = Ki 11 CG(P). The map Ki ~ Ki 11 CG(P)
being clearly one-to-one, this is enough to prove the lemma.

At last we have

THEOREM 13.27 (Brauer's third main theorem). Suppose that P is a p
subgroup of G, and that H is a subgroup satisfying PCG(P) :c::; H:c::; NG(P). If
13 is a block of H, then 13G = Bo(G), ifand only if 13 = Bo(H).

Proof We already know that 13 = Bo(H) implies 13G = Bo(G), by Proposi
tion 13.15. So it is only necessary to prove the converse. Choose a counter
example P, H, 13 with Ipl maximal. We must first show that we can assume
H = NG(P).

Since P is a normal subgroup of Hand CG(P) = Cu(P), Proposition 13.25
tells us that 13 and Bo(H) #- 13 correspond to distinct H-conjugacy classes of
blocks of CG(P). It is evident from (13.14) that Bo(H) corresponds to the
H-conjugacy class containing Bo(CG(P». Let B #- Bo(CG(P» be a block of
CG(P) in the H-conjugacy class corresponding to 13. It follows from (13.14)
that Bo(CG(P» is NG(P)-invariant. So the block 131 of NG(P) corresponding
to the NG(P)-class of B in Proposition 13.25 is different from Bo(NG(P». But
tllJ

"
tiE and tin have the same restriction to

S(Z(DG» S; Z(DCG(P» 11 Z(DNG(P» S; Z(DCG(P) 11 Z(DH).

Therefore tin, oS = tiRoS. Hence E? = 13G = Bo(G), and P, NG(P), El is a
counterexample to the theorem.
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Now assume that H = NG(P). By Corollary 13.23, the defect group D(B)
contains P. Suppose that D(B) = P. Then '1»( L) #- 0, for some sum Lj of
some classLj of NG(P) having D(Lj ) = P. Lemma 13.26 gives us a conjugacy
class K; of G satisfying D(K;) '" P and K; n CG(P) = L j • By (13.1),
S(K;) = L j • Therefore'1Bo(G)(K) = '1»oS(K;) = '1iJ(L) #- O. From (13.18b)
and (13.19) we conclude that P is a p-Sy10w subgroup of G. Now every class
L j of NG(P) contained in CG(P) has P as its defect group. Since
E #- Bo(NG(B», Corollary 13.23 implies the existence of such a class L j such
that '1fj( L) #- '1Bo( L). But then the corresponding class K; of G satisfies

'1» °S(K;) = '1BCL) #- '1Bo(Lj ) = '1Bo °S(Kv),

which is impossible, since EG = Bg = Bo(G) (by Proposition 13.15). We
conclude that D(E) strictly contains P.

From P < D(B) we obtain CG(D(B»:::;; CG(P) :::;; NG(P). Therefore
D(E)CG(D(B» :::;; NG(P). Proposition 13.21 gives us a block B of
D(E)CG(D(E» such that BNG(p) = E. Since B #- Bo(NG(P», Proposition
13.15 implies that B is not Bo(D(E)CG(D(E»). From (13.1) we compute
immediately that BG (defined with respect to the p-group D(B) is
(BNGCP»G = EG = Bo(G). Therefore D(B), D(B)CG(D(B», B is a counter
example with ID(B)I > Ipl. This contradicts the maximality of Ipl. The final
contradiction proves the theorem.

We denote by Op,(G) the largest normal pt-subgroup of G, i.e., the largest
normal subgroup whose order is not divisible by p. The following relation
between Op,(G) and Bo(G) is very useful in applications.

PROPOSITION 13.28. Op.(G) = n Ker (X).
Xi e Bo(G)

Proof Let f= IOp.(G)I-I L (J be the primitive idempotent of
(leOp,(G)

Z(FOp.(G» corresponding to the trivial character 0'£ Op.(G). By Corollary
11.1O,jis an idempotent in DG. Clearly it lies in Z(DG). So Proposition 9.11
gives a unique decomposition J= et + ... +et, where el , ••• , et are primi
tive idempotents of Z(DG) corresponding to blocks B I , . .. , Bt> respectively,
of G. Using (11.8), we see that the unique decomposition of J as a sum of
primitive idempotents in Z(FG) is

t

f= L L e(Xj)
i;::: 1 Xi E Ri

(13.29)

Evidently the idempotent e(1) = IGI-I L (J of Z(FG) corresponding to the
(leG

trivial character of G satisfiesJe(1) = e(l). So it appears in the decomposition
(13.29) of f Hence the block Bo(G) containing e(l) appears in the list
B I, ... , B t , say as B I' If Xj is any character in Bo(G), then (13.29) implies
that e(x)J = e(x). If I j is any irreducible FG-module with character Xj'
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then I j = lAx) and e(Xj)f = e(x) imply that f act~ as identity on I j. Since
fa = f, for all a E Op,(G), we conclude that Op,(G) acts trivially on I j •

Therefore Op,(G) :::;; Ker (X), by (4.37a). This proves that

Op.(G) ~ n Ker (xJ
Xi E Bo(G)

Evidently N = n Ker (X) is a normal subgroup of G. Suppose that
Xi E Bo(G)

N si; Op,(G). Then p must divide 1Nl. So there is a p-element n l' 1 in N.
Applying Theorem 12.13, we obtain

°= L xin)xi l ).
Xi E Bo(G)

But this sum is
I Xj(1)2 > 0,

Xi E Bo(G)
since nE Ker (Xj), for all Xj E Bo(G) (see Proposition 4.38(a)). The contra
diction shows that N :::;; Op,(G), and finishes the proof of the proposition.

14. Quaternion Sylow Groups

In addition to the hypotheses of the last three sections, we suppose that G
has a t.i. set S satisfying

An element a E G lies in S if and only if apE S. (14.1)

We denote by H the normalizer of S in G.
Let T be the subset of all p-elements in S. By (5.10a, c), the subset T is

closed under inverses and invariant under H-conjugation. From (14.1) it is
clear that S is the p-section of H defined by Tvia (12.16). We write this section
as SiT in H), instead of Sp(T), to indicate the group H. Then SG is the
p-section Sp(T in G).

We use the notation of Proposition 12.17 and Theorem 12.19 with respect
to CF(H!S, E), or CF(G!SG, B), for blocks 13, B of H, G respectively.

PROPOSITION 14.2. Induction: cjJ --+ cjJG is an isometry of CF(HIS, Bo(H))
on to CF(GISG, Bo(G)).

Proof Proposition 5.15 says that cjJ --+ cjJG is an isometry of CF(HIS) into
CF(GISG). If IjJ is any class function on G, let IjJls be the class function on H
which equals IjJ on S and is zero on H\S. From Proposition 5.14 it is clear
that (1jJIs)G equals IjJ on SG and is zero on G\SG. It follows that cjJ --+ cjJG is an
isometry of CF(HIS) onto CF(GISG), with IjJ --+ IjJls as its inverse.

Let n be any p-element of S. Since S is a t.i. set, the centralizer C = CG(n)
is contained in H, and hence equals CH(n). Let R = R(n) = Sp({n, n- 1

} in
C). Evidently R is the set of all a E C such that ap = n or n -1. By (14.1),
S is the union of its subsets R(n), where n runs over all elements of T.

Suppose that IjJ is a class function on some group containing C. For each
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block 13 of C we denote by l/JB the unique F-linear combination of the
irreducible characters in 13 such that the restriction l/Jc of l/J to C satisfies

l/Jc= 'i,l/JB'
B

As usual, we denote by l/J!R the class function on C which equals l/J on Rand
is zero on C\R. Theorem 12.19 implies that l/JB!R E CF(C/R, 13), for all
blocks 13 of C. Hence,

(14.3)

is the unique decomposition of l/JIR E CF(CIR) as a sum of elements
IjJB!R E CF(C!R, E), given by (12.18).

Now let l/J be an element of CF(GISG, B), for some block B of G. Brauer's
second main theorem, applied to both nand n- 1

, tells us that

l/JIR = 'i, IjJBIR'
BG = B

Since the decomposition (14.3) is unique, we conclude that

l/JBIR = 0, for all 13 such that EG#- B. (14.4)

We decompose IjJls in the form

l/Jls = 'i,l/Jfj,
B

where l/JB E CF(H!S, B), for each block E of H. As in (14.4), we have

(l/JllhIR = 0, for all 13, E such that EH #- E. (14.5)

Evidently R S S implies that

l/J!R = (l/J!S)IR = 'i,l/JB!R = 'i, (,{ljjhkfj fj, B

The unicity of (14.3) and (14.5) give

IjJBIR = 'i,(l/JllhIR = (l/JBllhIR' for all 13. (14.6)
1l •

Suppose that B = Bo(G). Brauer's third main theorem and (14.4) tell us
that l/JfjlR = 0, for all 13 #- Bo(C). If E #- Bo(H), then (14.5), (14.6) and
Brauer's third main theorem now imply that (l/Jfj)BIR = 0, for all E. Hence
l/JlllR = 0 by (14.3). Since n is an arbitrary element of T, this says that l/J1l
vanishes on the union S of the R(n), nET. Therefore l/Jjj = O. We conclude
that l/Jls = IjJBo(Hl' So l/J ~ l/Jls maps CF(GISG, Bo(G» into CF(HIS, Bo(H».

Suppose that B #- Bo(G). Brauer's third main theorem and (14.4) tell us
that l/JBo(Cl\R = O. So (14.6), (14.5), and Brauer's third main theorem imply
that (l/JBo(JI)BIR = 0, for all E. Therefore l/JBo(Hl!R = O. As above, we con
clude that l/JBo(Hl = O. So IjJ ~ l/Jls maps 'i, CF(GISG, B) into

B '" Bo(Gl
'i, CF(H/S, E). Since IjJ ~ IjJls sends CF(GISG) onto CF(HIS), this and

fj '" Bo(H)
(12.18) are enough to prove the proposition.
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COROLLARY 14.7. The inverse map to cP -t cPGsends ljJ E CF(GISG, Bo(G)
into ljJls E CF(HIS, Bo(H».

Proof This was shown in the first paragraph of the above proof.
The above proposition gives us a "method" for finding those irreducible

characters Xj E Bo(G) which do not vanish on SG. By Theorem 12.19 and
(12.18), an irreducible character Xj of G satisfies these conditions if and only
if Xj!SG is a non-zero element of CF(GISG, Bo(G», hence if and only if there
exists ljJ E CF(GIS G, Bo(G» such that (ljJ, X)G = (ljJ, XjlsG)G =f. O. By the
proposition this occurs if and only if (cPG, X)G =f. 0, for some cP E CF(HIS,
Bo(H». Therefore we can find all these Xj by taking all the characters
cP E CF(HIS, Bo(H» (actually, a basis will do), inducing them to G, writing
the resulting characters cP G as linear combinations of irreducible characters
I.j of G, and taking all the Xj having a non-zero coefficient in one of these
decompositions. This doesn't sound too practical, but, as we shall see later,
it can be made to work in certain cases.

The best of all cases is the coherent case. To define this, let cPl" .. , cPc be the
irreducible characters in Bo(H) which do not vanish on S. The coherent case
occurs when we can find irreducible characters Xl" .. , Xc of G and signs
eI.' .. , ec = ± 1 satisfying

If fl"'" fcEF and flcPl + + fecPeECF(HIS, Bo(H», then

(flcPl + + fecPe)G =flEtXl + ... + feEeXe. (14.8)

In the coherent case we have

PROPOSITION 14.9. The characters Xl" .. , Xc are precisely the irreducible
characters in Bo(G) which do not vanish on SG. Furthermore, they satisfy:

xils=EicPds (i=I, ... ,c). (14.10)

Proof Evidently every cP E CF(HIS, Bo(H» has the formfl cPl + ... +.fccPc>
for some fl" .. , fe E F. We have seen in the above discussion that the ir
reducible characters in Bo(G) which do not vanish on SG are precisely those
which occur with a non-zero coefficient in some such cP G

• So these characters
are among Xl"'" Xc by (14.8).

Fix i = 1, ... , c. By Theorem 12.19, the class function cPds is a non-zero
member of CF(HIS, Bo(H». So Proposition 12.17 gives us an element
cP E CF(HIS, Bo(H» such that (cPds, cP)H =f. O. Evidently cP = flcPl +
... +fecPe, for somefl'" .,.fcEF, and

h = (cPj, cP)H = (cPils, cP)G =f. O.

From (14.8) we see that Xi has a non-zero coefficient he; in cP G
• fherefore

Xi E BoCG) and xilsG =f. O. This proves the first statement of the proposition.
For the second statement, notice that condition (14.8) implies that

(Xi. cPG)G = (EicPi' cP)H, for all cPECF(HIS. BaCH».
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Using the Frobenius reciprocity law, this becomes

(X;\S, cjJ)H = «X;)II' cjJ)H = (Xi' cjJG)G = (l::icjJi!S, cjJ)H'
for all cjJECF(HIS, Ba(H)).

By Corollary 14.7 and Theorem 12.19, both Xi'S and 8/Pi!S lie in CF(HIS,
Ba(H)). So Proposition 12.17 and the above equation imply (14.10), which
finishes the proof of the proposition.

We shall apply the above ideas in the case p = 2 to prove

THEOREM 14.11 (Brauer-Suzuki). Let G have a quaternion group Q (of
order 8) as a 2-Sylow subgroup. Then G has a normal subgroup N # G
containing the involution' of Q.

To show this we shall prove a series of lemmas, all based on the hypothesis
that G is a counterexample. We begin with

LEMMA 14.12. All the elements of Q\(,) are conjugate to each other in G.

Proof Let p, r be two elements of Q\(,) which are not G-conjugate to
each other. Since p is Q-conjugate to p -1, the cosets p( t), r( t), pr( t) are the
three involutions in the four-group Q/( t). One of p and r, say p, is not
G-conjugate to pr. Then the two cosets (p) = {I, p, t, P-1} and
r(p) = {r, pr, r-1, (pr)-l} of (p) in Q have the property that no element in
one is G-conjugate to any element in the other.

We define a function A. : G -> F by

. {+ 1, if (J2 is G-cor 'ugate to an element of (p),
A«(J) =

- I, if (J2 is G-conjugate to an element of r(p)

for any (J E G. Evidently), is a well-defined class-function on G whose
restriction to Q is a linear character. If E is any nilpotent subgroup of G,
and E = D x A, where D ::::; Q and A is a subgroup of odd order, then the
restriction of ). to E is clearly a linear character. Since every nilpotent sub
group of G is conjugate to such an E, we conclude from Theorem 7.1 that ). is
a generalized character of G.

By definition l«(J) = ± 1, for all (J E G. Furthermore, ).«(J-1) = A(o}
Hence,

I" -1 1" 2(A, A)G = I -I ~ A«(J )A«(J) = 1---'- ~ (± I) = 1.
G aeG G aeG

k

But ..1.= L ajXj' where a l ,· .. , ak E Z and Xl"'" Xk are the irreducible
j = 1

k

characters of G. From (4.20) we get 1 = (A, )')G = L aI, which implies that
j = 1

all the aj except one are zero and that that one is ± 1. Hence ±A is an
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irreducible character of G. Since ),(1) = I > 0, we conclude that A is a
linear character of G. Now N = Ker Ais a normal subgroup of G containing
z and not containing p. This contradicts the fact that G is a counterexample
to Theorem 14.11. The contradiction proves the lemma.

Fix an element pE Q\(t). The above lemma implies immediately that

COROLLARY 14.13. The elements 1, t, P are representatives for the distinct
conjugacy classes of 2-elements of G.

In fact, we can say more. Let H be the normalizer in G of (t). Of course,
H = CG( t), and Q is a 2-Sylow subgroup of H.

LEMMA 14.14. The elements I, t, P are representatives for the distinct
conjugacy classes of 2-elen:ents of H.

Proof Let, be any element of Q\(z). By Lemma 14.12 there exists
nE G such that p" = ,. But then t" = (p2)" = ,2 = I. Hence n E H = CG(t).
Therefore all elements of Q\( t) are H-conjugate to p. The lemma follows
from this.

Evidently H contains the group L = NG(p». Hence L = NlI(p». The
structure of L is quite simple.

LEMMA 14.15. The group L is the semi-direct product QK of Q with an
odd normal subgroup K centralizing p.

(14.16)
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By Proposition 4.25, I, ,1.[ ,1.2' ,1.3' eare all the irreducible characters of Q. We
denote by 1, ):[, ):2' ):3' (j the corresponding characters of L = QK obtained
from I, ;,u ,1.2' ,1.3' 0, respectively, by composition with the natural epimor
phism of QK onto Q = QK/K.

LEMMA 14.17. The characters 1, ):1' ):2' ):3' iJ are precisely the irreducible
characters in Bo(L).

Proof By Proposition 13.28 any irreducible character in Bo( L) has
K = 02,(L) in its kernel. Therefore it must be among the characters 1, 1:[, 1:2 ,

):3' (j which come from those of Q = L/K. On the other hand, one verifies
easily from (4.30), (13.14) and Proposition 11.15 that each character on our
list lies in Bo(K), This proves the lemma.

By Proposition 5,12, the set Jp is a t.i. set in both Hand G with L as its
normalizer. Since p is a 2-element, this t.i. set clearly satisfies (14.1) (for both

H and G). From Lemma 14.15 it is evident that Jp = pK v p -1 K. Now the
table (14.16) and Lemma 14.17 imply that

CF(LI·./p, Bo(L)) = F(I +11 -12 -23), (14.18)

In view of (5.19), the induced character (I+1 1 -12 -J3)H = <1> IS a
generalized character of H satisfying:

(<1>, <1»H = (I +X l -X2 -):3' 1+21-X2 -X3 )L = 4.
d

Proposition 5.9 implies that <I> = 1+ L: a jCP j' where 1 is the trivial character
j = 1

and CPl"'" CPd are the non-trivial irreducible characters of H, and where
d

a1, ... , ad are integers. Since 4 = 12 + 'L: a;, all the aj but three must be
j = [

zero, and those three must be ± 1. Hence there are three distinct non-trivial
irreducible characters, say CPl' CP2' 4;3 of H, and three signs ai' a2, a3 = ± 1
such that

- - - - H(1+,1.1-,1.2-,1.3) = l+a1CP1 +a2CP2+ a34;3'

By (14.18) and (14.8) we are in the coherent case. So Proposition 14.9
tells us that

1, CPl' CP2, CP3 are precisely the irreducible characters in Bo(H)
which do not vanish on (Jp)H. (14.19)

Furthermore, (14.10) and (14.16) give

al CP1 = a2CP2 = a3CP3 = 1 on (Jp)H. (14.20)

To compute the rest of the characters in Bo(H) we shall use a process of
modification of generalized characters based on Theorem 7.1. Let H2 , be
the subset of an elements of odd order in H. Since t is central in H, it is clear
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(14.22)

(14.2Ia)

(14.2Ib)

that <t)H2, = H2o U tH2, is the 2-section of all (J E H such that (J2 = I or t.
We define X(HI<t)H2o, Ba(H)) to be the intersection X(H) n CF(HI<t)H2o,
Ba(H)), i.e., the additive group of all Z-linear combinations c/J of the irredu
cible characters c/Jj EBa(H) such that c/J = 0 on H\<t)H2o.

Let X+, X_ be the two additive subgroups of X(H/<t)H2" Ba(H)) defined
by

X+ = {c/JEX(HI<t)H2 ·, Ba(H» : c/J«(Jt) = c/J«(J), for all (JEH},
x_ = {c/JEX(H!<t)H2" Ba(H)) : c/J(m) = c/J«(J), for all (JEH}.

For any c/J EX + U X_we define a class function c/J* on H by

{

c/J«(J)' for (JEH2o,
c/J*«(J) = -c/J«(J), for (JEtH2o,

. 0, for (JEH\<t)H2o.

Then we have

LEMMA 14.23. The map c/J ---+ c/J* sends X + isometrically into X_and 2X_
isometrically into X +.

Proof Let c/J be any element of X + U 2X_. We first show that c/J* EX(H).
By Theorem 7.1 it suffices to prove that the restriction c/J1 lies in X(E), for
any nilpotent subgroup E of H. Since we can pass to any H-conjugate of E,
Lemma 14.14 implies that we can assume E to have one of the four forms
T, <I) x T, <p) x T, or Q x T, where ITI is odd.

If E = T, then c/J1EX(E), by (14.22). If E = <t) x T, then (14.21) implies
that c/JE = ). X ljJ, where ljJ E X(T) and A is one of the two linear characters of
<L). Evidently c/J~ is then).' x ljJ, where).' is the other linear character of <t).
So c/J1EX(E).

If E = <p) x T, then the fact that c/J is zero on «p)\<t») x T s; H\<L)H2o,
together with (14.21), implies that c/JE = A(p) x ljJ, where ljJ E X(T) and). is one
of the linear characters of <L). Then c/J':: = (A')(p) x ljJ EX(E), where A' is the
other linear character of <L).

There remains the case in which E = Q x T. Suppose that c/J EX +. Since
c/J = ° on (Q\<t») x T, it follows from (14.16) and (14.21a) that
c/JE = (1 + ;'1 + ,12 + ).3) x ljJ, for some ljJ EX(T). But then c/J':: = 20 x ljJ EX(E).
On the other hand, if c/J E2X_, we see from (14.16) and (l4.2Ib) that
(tc/Jh = UxljJ, for some ljJEX(T). Hence c/JE = 28xljJ and c/J':: = (1+)'1
+ ,12 + )'3) X 1/1 EX(E). Therefore c/J':: EX(E) in all cases, which proves that
c/J* EX(H).

It is evident from (14.22) that c/J* lies in X(HI<t)Hz'). We must show that
it lies in X(HI<t)Hz" Ba(H)). Let c/Jj be an irreducible character of H such
that (c/J*, c/J)n i= 0. It suffices to prove that c/Jj EBa(H).

Since c/J is a linear combination of the irreducible characters in Bo(H),
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Theorem 12.19 implies that cPll1" E CF(HIH2" Bo(H)) and cPl' 112' E CF(HltH2·,
Bo(H)). From (14.22) we get

°i= (cP*, cP)H = (cPIH,.-cP!'l1", cP)H = (cPll1'" cPj!112.)H-(cPj,H2" cPj),H2 Jl1

So one of (cP/H," cPjIH,,)l1, (cPl'H", cPjl,H,,)H is non-zero. In view of Theorem
12.19 and (12.18), this implies that cPj E Bo(H).

We now know that cP* E X(Hj<t)H2" Bo(H»). It is clear from (14.21) and
(14.22) that cP* E X_if cP E X + and cP* E X + if cP E 2X_. Since the map
cP -+ cP* is obviously an isometry (with respect to (', . )H), this proves the
lemma.

Because the involution t lies in the center of H, it acts on any irreducible
FH-module I either as multiplication by 1 or as multiplication by -I. So the
corresponding irreducible character cPj of H satisfies either

<p/m) = cP/a), for all aEH, or

cPj(m) = -cPj(a), for all aEH,
respectively.

LEMMA 14.25. The characters 1, cPI' cPz, cP3 are precisely the irreducible
characters <Pj in Bo(H) satisfying (14.24a).

Proof Since p is conjugate to pt = p-l, any irreducible character cPj
satisfying (14.24b) is zero on p. This and (14.20) imply that each of 1, cP" cP2'
cP 3 satisfies (14.24a).

Now let cPj be any irreducible character in Bo(H) satisfying (14.24a).

Assume that cPj is not 1, cPI' cP2' or cP3' Then cPj = 0 on (Jp)ll by (14.19).
Lemma 14.14 implies that (Jp)Tl = H\(t)H2,. Hence cPj E X+. Applying
Lemma 14.23, we see that cPJ E X_ and (cPJ, cPJ)H = (cPj' cP)H = 1. There
fore ± cPj is an irreducible character of H. Since cPJ(1) = cP) I) > 0, we
conclude that cPj, cPj are (obviously distinct) irreduc!ble characters in Bo(H).

Because cPj is zero on Q\(t) and satisfies (14.24a), its restriction to Q is an
integral multiple of (1 + }'j +A2 +A3). Hence 4 divides cPil). Now (4.17) and
(14.22) imply that the primitive idempotents fj, i/ of Z(FH) corresponding
to cPj' cPj, respectively, satisfy

f.+f* = I cPj(l)[cP/a -')+cPj(a-')]a
j j <FEll IHI

= I 2~il ~cPla - ')0:
<FEll,' IH,I

Since 8, which is the highest power of 2 dividing IHI, divides 2cPj(l), we
conclude thatfj+i/EZ(DH). This is impossible by (11.8), since Bo(H)
contains other characters besides cP j and cPj. Therefore cP j does not exist
and the lemma is proved.
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(14.29)

COROLLARY 14.26. X+ = {col +cla l4J1 +C2a24J2+c3a34J3 :

co, Cl' c2, C3 E Z, CO+cl +C2+C3 = O}

Proof It is evident from (14.21a) and (14.24) that any 4J E X+ is a Z-linear
combination of those irreducible characters 4Jj EBo(H) satisfying 14.24a,
i.e., of 1, 4JI' 4J2' 4J3' So X+ consists precisely of all 4J = cOl+clal 4J1
+c2a24J2 +c3a34J3, with co, Cl' C2, C3 E Z, such that 4J = 0 on H\<t)H2,.
But H\<t)H2, = (Jp)H by Lemma 14.14. By (14.20), 4J = 0 on (Jp)H ifand
only if Co + Cl + C2 + C3 = O. This proves the corollary.

COROLLARY 14.27. Bo(H) contains precisely three irreducible characters
4J4' 4Js, 4J6 satisjl'ing (14.24b). Furthermore X - = {C44J4 +cs4Js +C64J6 :
c4, cs, C6 E Z}.

Proof Any irreducible character 4Jj EBo(H) satisfying (14.24b) is cer

tainly not one of 1, 4JI' 4J2' 4J3' So 4Jj = 0 on (Jp)H = H\<t)H2, by (14.9).
Hence 4Jj EX _. It follows that these 4Jj form a Z-basis for X _. Since
Lemma 14.23 implies that the Z-rank of X_is the same as that of X +, which
is 3 by Corollary 14.26, this completes the proof of the corollary.

Actually, we can compute 4J4' 4Js, 4J6 quite explicitly.

LEMMA 14.28. There exist signs a4' as, a6 = ± 1, such that (after re
numbering)

2a44J!: 1+al4Jl-a24J2-a34J3}
2a s4Js -l-al4JI +a24J2- a34J3

2a64J~ = l-al4Jl-a24J2+a34J3

Proof Ifj = 4,5 or 6, then Lemma 14.23 implies that (24Jj)* is an element
of X+ satisfying ((24J j)*, (24J)*)1l = 4. From the description of X+ in
Corollary 14.26 it is clear that (24J)* has the form ±1±al4JI±a24J2±a34J3
where the sum of the four ±'s is zero. So, with a suitable choice of aj = ±1,
the character 2aj4J; has one of the three forms on the right of (14.29). Since
there are three distinct 4J j , they must exhaust these three forms. This proves
the lemma.

Now we can compute the module X(HIJ~, Bo(H)) of all Z-linear combina

tions 4J of irreducible characters in Bo(H) such that 4J = 0 on H\J t = H2,.

LEMMA 14.30. The Z-module X(HIJ~, Bo(H)) has the Z-basis

1+a l4JI +a24J2 +a34J3' a24J2 +a34J3 +a44J4' a l4Jl +a34J3 +as4Js,
a l 4J1 +a24J2 +a64J6' (14.31)

Proof We know from its definition that l+al4JI +a24J2+a34J3 vanishes

outside (Jp)H. In particular, it is zero on H2,. So 1+al4JI +a24J2 +a34J3
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E X(H!Jt, Bo(H». From this, (14.22) and (14.29) we see that

2a4cP41H,' = 1+a1cPI1H2 - aZcPZ!H2 -a3cP3!H2

= -2(aZcPZ!H2+ a3cP3!H,.).

It follows that azcPz +a3cP3 +a4cP4 E X(HIJ~, Bo(H». Similarly a1cPl +a3cP3

+ ascPs, a1cPl +azcPz +a6cP6 E X(HIJ~, Bo(H».
Since cP4' cPs' cP6 are F-linearly independent on H, vanish on (Jp)H

= H\<t)Hz', and satisfy (I4.24b), their restrictions to Hz' are F-linearly
independent. It follows that the module X(HIBo(H» of all Z-linear combina
tions of 1, cPl"'" cP6 maps by restriction to Hz' onto a Z-module isomorphic

to X(HIBo(H»/ X(HIv7, Bo(H» of rank at least 3. But the elements (14.31)

generate a submodule M of rank 4 in X(HIJ~: Bo(H». Hence X(HIJ~,
Bo(H» has rank 4. Since X(HIBo(H»/ L is clearly Z-torsion free, M equals

X(HIJ~ Bo(H», and the lemma is proved.

By Proposition 5.12 the set J~ is a t.i. set in G with normalizer H.

LEMMA 14.32. There exist distinct non-trivial irreducible characters
Xl"'" X6 olG and signs 81, ... ,86 = ± 1 such that

(1+a 1cPl +aZcPZ+ a3cP3)G = 1+81Xl +8zXz+83X3' (14.33a)

(a ZcPZ+ a3cP3+ a4cP4)G = 8zXz+83X3+84X4 (14.33b)

(a 1cPl +a3cP3+ ascPs)G = 81Xl +83X3+8sXs (14.33c)

(a 1cPl +aZcPZ+ a6cP6)G = 81Xl +8z;(z+86X6 (14.33d)

Proof It follows as usual from Lemma 14.30, Proposition 5.9 and (5.19)
that there exist three distinct non-trivial irreducible characters Xl' Xz, X3 of G
and three signs 8 1, 82' 83 = ± 1 such that (14.33a) holds. (Compare the
argument preceding (14.19». Since (5.19) and Lemma 14.30 imply that
'¥ = (azcPz +a3cP3 +a4cP4)G is a generalized character of G satisfying
('P, 'P)G = a~+a~+a~ = 3, there exist three distinct irreducible characters
l/Jl' l/J2' l/J3 of G and three signs d1 , dz, d3 = ± 1 such that '¥ = d1l/Jl +dzl/Jz
+d3l/J3' By Proposition 5.9, none of l/Jl' l/Jz, l/J3 is 1. We also know from
(5.19) that

(1+8 1 Xl +8zXz+83X3' d1l/Jl +d2l/Jz+d3l/J3)G = a~+a~ = 2.

It follows that two of the l/Ji are equal to two of the Xj' say l/J1= X2' l/Jz = X3
that d1 = 8z, dz = 83, and that l/J3 is distinct from 1, Xl' X2' X3' Hence
(14.33b) holds with X4 = l/J3 and 84 = d3 •

Similarly (a 1 cPl +a3cP3 +ascPs)G = 8iXi+8jXj+8sXs, where i, j = 1, 2, 3,
i #- j, 85 = ± 1 and Xs is an irreducible character of G distinct from 1, Xl' X2'
X3' If i, j = 2, 3, then (5.19) gives

1 = a~ = (8zXz +83X3 +84X4' 8zXz +83X3 +8sXs)G = 2+848s(X4' XS)G'
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Hence X4 = Xs and 84 = -8s' But both 82X2 +83X3 +84X4 = (a2rP2 +a3rP3
a4rP4)G and 82X2+83X3-84X4 = (alrPl +a3rP3+aSrPS)G vanish at 1. Hence
X4(1) = 0, which is impossible. Therefore one of i, j is equal to 1 and the
other is equal to 2 or 3, say 3. Now (l4.33c) holds. Since

1= (B2X2 +B3X3 +B4X4, BIXl +B3X3 +BsXs)G = 1+B I Gs(X4, XS)G,

the characters I, Xl' X2' X3' X4' Xs are all distinct.
A similar argument shows that (l4.33d) holds for an irreducible character

X6 distinct from I, Xl" .. , Xs and for an 86 = ± 1. So the lemma is proved.

COROLLARY 14.34. BiXilJt = airPilJ; (i = 1, ... ,6).

Proof This follows directly from the lemma, Proposition 14.9, and
Lemma 14.30.

At last we can prove Theorem 14.11. Let [be the conjugacy class of tin G.
Evidently t is the only involution in H, and t 2 = 1 rt J;. SO Corollary 5.22

implies that [2 n J; is empty. It follows from this and Proposition 5.23 that

rPG(J2) = 0, for any rP EX(HIJ;). Applying this to rP = a2rP2 +a3rP3 +a4rP4'
and using (14.33b), we get

°= B2Xz(P) +B3XiP) +B4XiP)

= [(;~2(lrr + [B3XiDJ~ + [B4~~Qre (by (4.31»
B2X2(1) B3X3(1) B4X4(1)

= IW {[B}Xz(t)r + ~B3Xit)J~ + [B4X~(tL]~} (by Proposition 2.2)
B2X2(1) B3X3(1) B4Xil)

Since l+alrPl+a2rP2+a3rP3 = (1+Al-A2-A3)H vanishes at t, we com
pute from (14.29) and (14.22) that

2a4rPit) = -1-alrPl(t)+a2rP2(t)+a3rP3(t) = 2a2rPz(t)+2a3rPit)

Using Corollary 14.34, we see that this implies

B4X4(t) = B2Xz(t)+B3X3(t).

Because rPG= 82X2+B3X3+84X4 vanishes at 1, we have

B4Xil) = -B2X2(1)-B3X3(1).

Substituting these in the previous equation we obtain:

°= [B2X2(t)]2 + CB3Xi~lJ~ _ [G2Xz(t)+G3X3~r
B2X2(1) B3X3(1) B2X2(1)+B3xil)

[B2Xz( t)B3X3(1) - B3X3( t)B2X2(1 )]2

B2Xz(1)B3X3( 1) (B2X2(1) +B3X3(1)
Hence,
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Xz(t) X3(t)

XiI) xiI)"

By symmetry we also have~~(j = XI(t). So there is a constant d such that
XiI) X3(1)·

Xi(t) = dXi(I), for i = 1, 2, 3. Since l+sIXI+szXz+s3X3 = (1+al 4>1
+az4>z +a34>3)G = (I +)'1 -Az -)'3)G vanishes outside (Jp)G, it is zero at 1
and at t. This gives

0= 1+slxI(1)+szXiI)+s3x3(1)

0= I+sIXI(t)+szXz(t)+s3X3 (t)

= I +d(slxI(1)+szXz(I)+B3x3(1)).

Therefore d = 1, and Xi(t) = Xi(I), for i = 1,2, 3. Proposition 4.38 now
tells us that N = Ker (XI) is a normal subgroup of G containing t. Since
XI # 1, its kernel N is not the whole of G. Therefore G is not a counter
example to the theorem. This contradiction proves the theorem.

15. Glauberman's Theorem
We have now reached the goal of these lectures, which is the proof of

THEOREM 15.1 (Glauberman). Let G be a finite group, and T be a 2-Sylow
subgroup of G. Suppose that T contains an involution t satisfving

iftrIET, for some (JEG, thentrI=t. (15.2)

Then t lies in Z(G mod Oz.(G)). In particular, if G is simple, then G = <I).

Proof We use induction on the order of G. The result is obvious if
IGI = 2, so we can assume it to be true for all groups of smaller order than IGI.

Assume that G contains a normal subgroup N with tEN < G. Then
T n N is a 2-Sylow subgroup of N containing t, and N, T n N, t satisfy the
hypotheses of the theorem. So the image of t is -central in N jOz.(N) by
induction. Since Oz,(N) is characteristic in N, it is normal in G. It follows
that Oz,(N) = N n 0z,(G). Therefore the image L of t in G = GjOz,(G) is
central in the image N of N.

Suppose that L is not central in G. Then there exists some element (J E G

such that L is different from the image (t rI ) of trI. Both t and its G-conjugate

(I rI
) lie in the 2-Sylow subgroup of ZeN), which is characteristic in Nand

hence normal in G. SO they both lie in the image TofT. Regarding things in
the inverse image TOz,(G) of T, we see that IrIt E T, for some T E Oz,(G). By

(15.2), this implies that trIt=t, But then the image (t rIt) = (t rI ) of trIt equals L.
This contradiction forces L to be central in G, which is the theorem in this
case. Therefore we can assume from now on that

The only normal subgroup of G containing t is G itself (15.3)
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One case in which (15.2) is satisfied is that in which t is the only involution
in T. To handle this case, we shall use the following old result about
2-groups.

LEMMA 15.4. Let T be a finite 2-group containing exactly one involution t.

Then T is either generalized quaternion of order 2"+ 1, for some n ~ 2, or else
cyclic.

Proof Choose A maximal among the normal abelian subgroups of T. We
must show that

A = CT(A). (15.5)

Because A is an abelian normal subgroup of T, its centralizer CT(A) is a
normal subgroup containing A. If CT(A) > A, let B be minimal among all
the normal subgroups of T satisfying A < B ::s; CT(A). Then [B : A] = 2,
and B = <f3, A), for any f3 E B\A. Since A is abelian and f3 E CT(A) cen
tralizes A, the normal subgroup B of T is also abelian. This contradicts the
maximality of A. Therefore (15.5) holds.

Evidently t is the only involution in the abelian subgroup A. So A = (r)
is cyclic of some order 2" > 1. In view of (15.5), conjugation in T defines an
isomorphism of TjA onto a subgroup T of the automorphism group of A.
If T = I, then T = A is cyclic, and the proof is finished. So we can assume
that T # I. Then there exists an element pET whose image p is an involu
tion in T. Let k be an integer such that ,P = ,k. Because ,P also generates
A = <,), the integer k is a unit modulo 2". This, p # I, and p2 = I, imply
that

k == 1 (mod 2), k =1= I (mod 2"), k 2 == 1 (mod 2"). (15.6)

Obviously n ~ 2. If n = 2, the only solution to (15.6) is k == - 1
(mod 2"). If n > 2, there are two other solutions: k == 1+ 2" - 1 and
k == -1 + 2"-1 (mod 2") which we must eliminate.

Suppose that n > 2 and that k == 1+ 2" -1 (mod 2"). Since p2 = 1, the
element p2 lies in A. Hence it lies in Cip) = (r2). So p2 = ,21, for some
integer I. If h is any integer, then

(prh)2 = prhprh= p2(p-1 r"p)rh = r2Ir(I+2"-')"rh = r 2(l+(1+2,,-2Ihl.

Since n > 2, the integer 1+2"-2 is a unit modulo 2". Hence we can choose
h so that (1 + 2" - 2)h == -I (mod 2"). Then (pr")2 = 1. So pr" is an involution
in T, which is impossible since prh 1: A and the only involution t lies in A.

Suppose that n > 2 and that k == -1 +2"-1 (mod 2"). Then p2 E CA(p)
= <r2,,-I) = <t). Since p is not an involution, we must have p2 = r 2"-I.
But then

(pr)2 = prpr = p2(p-l rp)r = ,2"-',-1 +2"-1, = ,2" = 1.

So pr is an involution not in A, which is impossible.
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In view of the above arguments, we must have n ~ 2 and k == -1 (mod 2").
Since pZ E CA(p) = <,Z"-') and pZ i= 1, we have pZ = ,Z"-' = t. Therefore
<p, A) = <p, ,) is a generalized quaternion group of order 2"+1 (by (6.1)).

If <p, A) < T, then <p) < T. The above arguments show that p is the
only involution in T. So there must exist a (J E T whose image (j E T satisfies
(jz = p. Then ," = ,m for some integer m satisfying mZ == - 1 (mod 2").
Since n ~ 2, this implies mZ == -1 (mod 4), which is impossible. Therefore
<p, A) = T, and the lemma is proved.

Now assume that t is the only involution in T (our Sylow subgroup). By
the above lemma, T is either cyclic or generalized quaternion. If T is cyclic,
then G = TOz,(G) (see Section 1.6 of Huppert, 1967). So the image of t is
central in GjOz,(G) ~ T, which is the theorem in this case. IfTis generalized
quaternion of order 2" +1, for n ~ 2, then Theorem 6.8 (for 11 ~ 3) or
Theorem 14.11 (for 11 = 2) give us a normal subgroup N < G containing t.

This contradicts (15,3), Therefore we can assume from now on that

T contains an involution other than t. (15.7)

(15.8)

Another "trivial case" is that in which some involution t 1 is central in G.
If t1 = t, the theorem is clearly true. If t1 i= L, then the image L of L in
G = Gj« 1) satisfies (15.2) with respect to the image T of T, which is a 2
Sylow subgroup of G. Indeed, if"ia ET, for some (j E G, and (J E G has (j as
its image in G, then La lies in the inverse image T of T. So L" = L (by (15.2))
and "La = T. Since IGI < ICI, induction tells us that LE Z(G mod Oz.(G)). It
follows that the inverse image in G of <t)Oz.(G) is a normal subgroup
containing t. By (15.3), it must be C itself. The inverse image N of 0z.(G) is
then a normal subgroup of C with C = <t)N. The 2-Sylow subgroup «1 )

of N is cyclic and centralizes N. We conclude that N = «1 ) x 0z.(N). Now
Oz·(N) = 0z,(C). Since CjOz'(C) has order 4, it is abelian. So the theorem is
true in this case. Therefore we can assume from now on that

Ca(L I ) < G, for all involutions L1EG.

One almost obvious remark is

LEMMA 15.9. If two C-conjugates t", Lt of L lie in the same 2-subgroup P ofC,
then L" = Lt.

Proof The 2-subgroup P is contained in a conjugate Tn of the 2-Sylow
subgroupT. SOL"n-',Ltn-'bothlieinT. By(15.2),L"n- 1 = L = Lrn -

I
• Hence

La = LC•

COROLLARY 15.10. If If is a subgroup of G such that LE H < G, then
t EZ(If mod 0z,(H)).

Proof Applying the lemma to a 2-Sylow subgroup P of If containing I,
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we conclude that H, P and L satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Since
IHI < /GI, induction gives this corollary.

Now we come to the heart of the matter.

LEMMA 15. I I. Let L2 be any involution in T other than L. IfX is an irreducible
character in Bo(G) and (J E G, then X(LLD = X(LL2)'

Proof First assume that LL2 is an involution. Then Lcentralizes L2' We can
therefore find an element nE CdLD such that Land Lan lie in the same 2
Sylow subgroup P of CdLD. By Lemma 15.9 we have L = Lan

• Hence
LL2 = Lan L2

n is G-conjugate to LL2• Therefore X(LLD = X(LL 2) in this case.
Now let r = LL2 be arbitrary. By Proposition 5.20, the group D = (L, L2) is

dihedral, with (r> as a cyclic normal subgroup of index 2 inverted by both L

and L2. For any integer i we have

(15.12)

since L2 is an involution. If I(r>/ is odd, we can choose i so that
r- 2iL2= rL2 = L. This is impossible, since L2 is not G-conjugate to L (by
(15.2)). Therefore l(r>1 is even, and (r> contains an involution LI centralized
by all of D.

In view of (15.8) the group H = Ca(L I ) is properly contained in G. This
group contains D and hence L. By Corollary 15.10, Llies in Z(H mod 02,(H)).
Therefore r = LL2 == L2L (mod 02,(H)). It follows that r 2

E 02,(H). Hence
(r2>has odd order, and we are in the following situation:

(r> = (L I >x (r2>, (r2> = (r> 11 OAH). (15.13)

The Brauer second and third main theorems tell us that there exist integers
aj, one for each irreducible character rPj E Bo(H), such that

X(LIP) = L ajrPj(tIP),
<Pi E Bo(H)

for all elements P of odd order in H. From (15.13) we see that r = LIP,
where pE (r2>::;; 02,(H) has odd order. Proposition 13.28 then implies
that rP/LIP) = rP/tl), for all rPj E Bo(H). So, we have

X(LLD = X(T) = X(tIP) = L ajrPj(L1P) = L ajrP/Ll) = X(L!).
<Pi E BoUI) <Pi E Bo(H)

But (15.12) and (15.13) imply that LI = L(L2)", for some integer i. Since LI

is an involution, we have already seen that this implies X(t l ) = X(LL 2).
Therefore X(LL2) = X(L l ) ='X(LL2), and the lemma is proved.

Let I be the conjugacy class of I in G, and i be the corresponding class sum.
Define 12 , 2 similarly for any involution t 2 i= L in T. If X is any irreducible
character in Bo(G), then (4.31) gives

x(i)x(i2) = x(l)x(ii2)'
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Evidently li2 is a sum of 1111/21 elements of the form t<1t~ = (LL~<1-1)<1, for
(T, rE G. By Lemma 15.11, the value of X at any such element is X(LL 2).
Therefore the above equation becomes

IIix(t)!12Ix(t2) = x(I)IIIII2!X(LL2)
or

X(t)X(t 2) = X(l)X(tt 2)·

Since t is central in T (by (15.2)), the product 2 His also an involution
different from t in T. Applying the above equation to LL 2 in place of tz, we
obtain

Hence,
X(t)2 X(t 2) = X(t)x(l)X(LL 2) = X(1)2 X(t2)'

If X(t 2 ) #- 0, we conclude that X(t) = ±x(I), and hence that t E Z(G mod
Ker (X)) (by Proposition 4.38(b». So we have

Ifx is any irreducible character in Bo(G) such that X(t 2 ) #- 0, for
some involution t 2 E T\( t), then t E Z(G mod Ker (X)). (15.14)

Let N be the intersection of the kernels, Ker (X), of all the irreducible
characters X of G satisfying the hypotheses of (15.14). Then N is a normal
subgroup of G and t E Z(G mod N). From Proposition 13.28 we see that
N ~ 02,(G). To show that N :s; 02,(G), which will finish the proof of the
theorem, it suffices to prove that no involution of T lies in N.

Suppose that N contains an involution t 2 of T other than t. Then the
definition of N and Proposition 4.38(a) imply that the value X(t 2 ) is either °
or x(l), for any irreducible character X E Bo(G). Now Theorem 12.13 tells us
that °= L X(t 2 )x(1) = L X(l)2

X E Bo(G) X E Bo(G). x(<z) " 0

Since at least onc X, the trivial character, satisfies ~(t2) #- 0, and since each
x(I) is a positive integer, this is impossible. So 12 rJ N.

Suppose that tEN. Then N = G by (15.3). So N contains an involution
t 2 ET other than t, by (15.7). We have just seen that this is impossible.
Therefore N contains no involutions, N = 02,(G), and the theorem is
proved.
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